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Abstract

The social identity model of deindividuation effects (SIDE) and the hyperpersonal model are
used in this study to investigate how political discourse via computer-mediated communication
(CMC) influences political polarization. The SIDE model explains how visual anonymity and
social identity salience affect social influence and adherence to group norms. The hyperpersonal
model explains how CMC can enhance interpersonal relationship outcomes relative to face-toface communication. This study extends the SIDE model using the hyperpersonal model to better
understand how visibility or visual anonymity, political group affiliation, and social identity
salience during online discussions affect political polarization. Results of an online experiment
showed that when discussing political issues, the political party identity of individuals in a dyad
affected political polarization. Talking with an in-group political party member led participant
attitudes to become more extreme and increased intergroup differentiation. The interaction effect
between the party identity of interlocutors and visibility also affected intergroup differentiation
such that when participants were visible to one another, intergroup differentiation was
significantly higher for in-group political discussions relative to out-group political discussions.
Intergroup differentiation was also significantly higher following visually anonymous out-group
political discussions relative to visible out-group discussions. Finally, two message effects were
observed. The use of positive emotion words and the use of words reflecting in-group connection
were related to political polarization. Participants who used more positive emotion words
expressed more extreme attitudes, and those who used more in-group connection words
expressed more in-group attraction. The implications for the SIDE model, online political
discourse, and political polarization are discussed.
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Taking SIDEs:

The Cognitive and Communicative Processes of Political Polarization
A longstanding debate among both the general public and communication scholars
regards whether new communication technologies such as the Internet, email, smartphones, and
social networking sites (SNS) have been, in sum, beneficial or detrimental innovations for
society (Spears & Lea, 1994). This fundamental question can be traced back to the earliest days
of the Internet. Initial assumptions were that the Internet was neither rich enough for
instrumental tasks (Daft & Lengel, 1984) nor adequate for social exchanges (Dubrovsky et al.,
1991). As the Internet quickly diffused throughout the United States and began to be used for
both instrumental and social tasks, however, the debate took on a larger significance specifically
in regard to the perceived social and political consequences of Internet and digital media use.
This debate persists today.
Proponents of new communication technologies argue that they enable individuals to
transcend old divisions related to social, cultural, and demographic characteristics (Postmes et
al., 2002; Turoff & Hiltz, 1978) and allow individuals the ability to expand their social networks
beyond prior geographical and technological constraints (Rainie & Wellman, 2012). Others,
however, suggest that new communication technologies deteriorate the social fabric of
communities (Kraut et al., 1998, 2002; Putnam, 2000; Turkle, 2017) and can under certain
circumstances even reinforce traditional inequalities (Hargittai 2011; Spears & Lea, 1994; Tsetsi
& Rains, 2017, 2020). What seems certain is that the new communication technologies we use to
engage with the media, learn about our communities, and connect with our social networks, have
important implications for our social and personal relationships, political discourse, and
ultimately our democratic institutions (Spears & Lea, 1994; Tucker, et al. 2018). An important
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area of research for communication scholars is how new communication technologies,
specifically the Internet and digital media, are related to political polarization (Tucker, et al.,
2018).
Political polarization is a complex concept that can be measured in numerous ways (see
Lelkes, 2016). It regards divisions in terms of issue attitudes (ideological polarization), as well as
a combination of the strength of one s party affiliation (i.e., in-group attraction) and the intensity
of differentiation between the major political parties including their supporters (affective
polarization; Tucker et al., 2018). Such polarization occurs among both the public and the
political elite. One explanation for this phenomenon is that political elites cater to the desires of
political activists, which has the effect of shifting policy debates to the extreme wings of the
ideological spectrum (Iyengar & Hahn, 2009). Polarization can also be magnified by partisan
media sources (along with mainstream news sources) that focus on political party differences and
conflict (Levendusky, 2013; Levendusky & Malhotra, 2016; Stroud, 2011). Although political
polarization has received significant attention from the scholarly and popular press in recent
decades (Newport, 2019), whether or not political polarization has actually increased since the
mid-20th century has been the focus of a fair amount of disagreement (Fiorina, 2016). For
example, Fiorina and Abrams (2008) suggested that the popular belief that polarization has
increased is exaggerated and supported by scant empirical evidence. Fiorina, Abrams, and Pope
(2011) further argued that there is limited evidence of an increase in political polarization in
terms of the ideology or policy positions of Americans today compared to two or three decades
ago. Prior (2013) agreed with this general assessment by emphasizing the distinction between
elite polarization and mass polarization. It is criticall important to distinguish more partisan
vote choice from more partisan political attitudes, wrote Prior (2013). Having more
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ideologicall coherent parties to choose from does not make ou more partisan. Several
scholars, however, disagree (Abramowitz & McCoy, 2019; Abramowitz & Saunders, 2008;
Iyengar & Westwood, 2015; Levendusky & Malhotra, 2016).
In studies of American National Election Studies (ANES) data, analyses showed that
since the 1970s, ideological polarization among the public has increased significantly,
particularly in terms of affective polarization (Abramowitz & McCoy, 2019; Abramowitz &
Saunders, 2008). What the debate about polarization exposes is the fact that political
polarization, as a manifestation of political belief systems, is a complex phenomenon not easily
studied or measured (Converse, 1964). It also highlights the broader debate about the pros and
cons

the dividing or unifying power

of new communication technologies for a host of

societal issues.
Despite the continued debate over whether or not political polarization has increased in
recent decades, or to what extent it has actually increased, scholars continue to explore
polari ation s causes and its effects. Numerous studies have explored this issue with a focus on
factors such as digital media use, Internet access, selective exposure, pro- or counter-attitudinal
message exposure, and social network homogeneity as possible factors (Boxell, et al., 2017;
Garrett et al., 2014; Iyengar & Hahn, 2009; Jones, 2001; Lee, et al., 2014; Layman, et al., 2006;
Lelkes, et al., 2017; Stroud, 2010; Tewksbury & Riles, 2015). The present study adds to this
body of research by focusing on the internal cognitive and interpersonal communicative
processes that occur during online interaction in which social identity is salient and how they can
explain political polarization.
I draw on the social identity model of deindividuation effects (SIDE; Lea & Spears,
1991; Postmes et al., 1998; Reicher et al., 1995; Spears et al., 1990; Spears & Postmes, 2015)
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and the hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1992, 1996; Walther et al., 2015) to establish a
theoretically grounded explanation for how new communication technologies influence political
polarization. This study focuses specifically on how visually anonymous online interaction
between pro- and counter-attitudinal partisans (i.e., Republicans and Democrats) affect political
attitudes, in-group attraction, and intergroup differentiation relative to visible interactions when
political identity is salient. The SIDE model has previously been applied to understand how
polarization, operationalized as attitude magnification, is shaped by visually anonymous,
socially salient small group interactions (Lea & Spears, 1991; Spears et al., 1990). Magnification
with regard to the SIDE model pertains to one s attitudes shifting toward or be ond the
perceived in-group norm for an issue. The SIDE model proposes that when people share a group
identity with others in small group interactions (i.e., typically three or more people), they will
shift their attitudes toward or beyond the perceived in-group norm on controversial issues in an
attempt to conform to group norms. Cognitively, when social identity is cued in a visually
anonymous context, people become depersonalized and report higher levels of polarization.
Depersonalization refers to the interaction effect that takes place between visual anonymity and
social identity salience (Reicher et al., 1995). The assumption is that when people engage in
computer mediated communication (CMC) with a group that they share some social identity
with, and that identity becomes salient, their willingness and motivation to adopt perceived ingroup norms increases.
With regard to political attitudes, the SIDE model offers a broader theoretical explanation
for how the increase in SNS use by U.S. adults that has occurred since 2005 (Perrin, 2015) could
be related to increased political polarization. In other words, per the SIDE model, as people have
been exposed to more political discourse online and engaged in more online discussion about
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politics with others that they share a political social identity with (i.e., Democrat or Republican),
their political attitudes, in-group attraction, and intergroup differentiation have become
magnified. The present study explored these issues via an online experiment in which
participants engaged in in-group or out-group political discussions either in visually anonymous
or visible conditions.
This study advances and clarifies the SIDE and hyperpersonal models. It extends the
SIDE model by employing the hyperpersonal model to identify types of communicative
exchanges and behavioral outcomes related to online discourse when social identity is salient in
dyadic interactions. In other words, while the SIDE model explains the cognitive and strategic
effects (i.e., the expression or suppression of in-group norms) of visual anonymity and social
identity salience in small group interactions, the hyperpersonal model provides a more detailed
explanation for how these effects manifest in the form of specific messages exchanged in dyadic
online interactions. The concepts of optimized self-presentation (also referred to in the literature
as selective self-presentation), idealized perceptions, and behavioral confirmation applied in the
hyperpersonal model are used in the present study to explain the message creation processes that
occur in socially salient interactions to better understand how the SIDE model leads to political
polarization following dyadic interactions. The SIDE model has not to date been explicitly
applied to political polarization in an experimental context between dyads, thus the present study
expands the utility and applicability of the model.
This study addresses a fundamental research question. Does online political discourse
lead to increased political polarization, and if so, how? The online experiment used to test the
proposed application and theoretical extension of the SIDE model explores how discussions of
political issues between in-group and out-group members affect political polarization following
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dyadic online communication either in visually anonymous or visible contexts when social
identity is cued. The SIDE model and hyperpersonal model are reviewed in more depth in the
next section in order to provide a foundation for how the current study utilizes the theoretical
models to explain the cognitive and communicative processes involved in political polarization.
Literature Review
In the following literature review I begin by discussing the SIDE model and then
identifying its two primary dimensions (i.e., the cognitive and the strategic). First, I detail the
theoretical developments that formed the foundation of the SIDE model including crowd
behavior research, deindividuation, and the social identity approach , which incorporates social
identity theory (SIT; Tajfel, 1974; Tajfel & Turner, 1979) and self-categorization theory (SCT;
Turner et al., 1987; Turner & Reynolds, 2011). In doing so, the applicability of the SIDE model
to political polarization is clarified. I then review the unique contributions of the cognitive and
strategic dimensions of the SIDE model in order to better understand its links to the
hyperpersonal model. Finally, I review the hyperpersonal model and define its key concepts
including optimized self-presentation, idealized perception, and behavioral confirmation.
The Social Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects (SIDE)
The SIDE model is rooted in social psychological research regarding how behaviors
change when individuals are among crowds (i.e., deindividuated; Reicher, 1984, 1987). This area
of research dates back to Le Bon (1895/1995) and Tarde (1890) both of whom explored the
function of the crowd and the mass on individual behavior. When immersed in a crowd, it was
theorized, one loses a sense of personal identity and accountability (Le Bon, 1895/1995; Tarde,
1890). In his foundational research on crowd behavior, Le Bon (1895/1995) argued that when a
person is immersed in a crowd their conscious personalit vanishes, (p. 20) leading to a
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depressed state of personal self-awareness and antinormative behavior. In such circumstances,
individuals will begin behaving as a unit and a person s own feelings, thoughts, and actions will
be replaced by the feelings, thoughts, and actions of the crowd. This process acts like a virus that
spreads quickly among individuals in the crowd, who then become willing to forego their own
individual identities in favor of the crowd identity. This leads to a loss of consciousness. The
contemporary politicization of wearing protective face masks in the midst of a pandemic
provides a stark example of this phenomenon. Le Bon concludes that those in the crowd are
intellectually inferior to isolated individuals; however, the crowd can in some instances be
superior in terms of the feelings provoked and the behaviors or actions those feelings inspire (Le
Bon, 1895/1995). Doubtless a crowd is often criminal, but also it is often heroic (Le Bon,
1895/1995 p. 29).
This early work by Le Bon (1895/1995) and Tarde (1890) helped establish the theory of
deindividuation (Diener, et al., 1980; Festinger, et al., 1952; Zimbardo, 1969). Deindividuation
theory (Festinger, et al., 1952; Le Bon, 1895/1995; Reicher, 1984, 1987) has been defined as a
process in which being embedded in a group can lead to anonymity and a loss of identity that
subsequently results in deteriorating adherence to established social norms. Similar to Le Bon,
deindividuation scholars argued that anonymity in the mass promotes the loss of self-awareness,
which reduces inhibitions and increases the likelihood of antisocial behavior.
The concept of deindividuation, or the suppression of personal identity, has been applied
to CMC to explain anti-social behaviors such as disinhibition and extremism (Keisler, et al.
1984). Early research regarding deindividuation proposed that CMC led to behaviors including
flaming, typified by hostility expressed through emotional responses to online content (Lea, et
al., 1992), and more polarized group decision-making. Some of the explanations for these
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behaviors included the lack of social cues available through CMC, difficulty coordinating
feedback on issues under discussion, and conformity to the norms of some computer subcultures
(like online gaming communities or some chatrooms).
More recently, scholars have expanded upon deindividuation theory (Reicher, 1984;
1987) by proposing an approach that is grounded in SIT (Tajfel, 1974; Tajfel & Turner, 1979)
and SCT (Turner et al., 1987; Turner & Reynolds, 2011). Social identity theory proposes that our
group memberships determine our social identities and that we strive to maintain a positive
social identity by comparing our in-groups to out-groups (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). A metaanalysis of empirical work exploring deindividuation effects challenged the assumption that the
crowd results in a loss of personal identity, but rather suggested that social identity, as opposed
to personal identity, gains heightened salience, thus switching identity performance toward the
relevant social group (i.e., depersonalization; Postmes & Spears, 1998; Reicher, 1984; 1987).
Reicher s (1982) work emplo ing social identit theor (Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel & Turner,
1979) to account for how anonymous individuals, and those embedded within a group, tend to
respond more vigorously to perceived group norms, illustrated this phenomenon. SIT (Harwood
& Roy, 2005; Tajfel, 1974; Tajfel & Turner, 1979) and SCT (Turner et al., 1987; Turner &
Reynolds, 2011) both contributed to the theoretical foundation for the SIDE model. SCT is
closely linked with SIT and reinforces the idea that people have both individual identities and
social identities that are linked to group memberships and the larger social structure (for a review
see Hornsey, 2008). Self-categorization is akin to social categorization except turned on the self,
such that people categorize themselves in order to conform to a preconceived prototype or
category, which then filters their view of themselves through the perceived expectations of some
relevant group (Hogg & Reid, 2006). The SIDE model argues that individual behavior within a
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crowd is not anti-normative, but to the contrary, is in fact an exhibition of conformity to group
norms. In other words, deindividuation suggests people lose a sense of control or self-regulation
in a crowd; depersonalization suggests that people end up more attuned to a social group and
modify their behavior according to perceived group norms (Spears & Postmes, 2015).
The increased salience of social identity over individual identity explained by
depersonalization helps clarify how polarization can occur. Group polarization is the process
through which group decisions become more extreme than the average of each individual group
members attitude (Spears & Postmes, 2015). Scholars have explained this form of polarization
(distinct from political polarization) in several ways. One explanation argued that polarization
occurs by being exposed to more arguments favoring attitudinal extremes during discussion
(Burnstein & Vinokur, 1977). Another explanation proposed in social comparison theory argues
that polarization arises because people want to present themselves in socially desirable ways
(Moscovici & Lage, 1976). The self-categorization approach to polarization, on the other hand,
proposed that in situations without an identifiable out-group to compare one s own group
against, group decision-making outcomes could become polarized, yet still reflect a level of
conformity to the group via a concept called the metacontrast principle (Turner et al., 1987). The
metacontrast principle argues that in instances of group interaction without a clear differentiating
out-group (such as Republicans and Democrats), people within a salient group will differentiate
any available choices for particular problems they are tasked with addressing (e.g., good choices
vs. bad choices), thus creating an implicit contrast category within their own group where no
explicit out-group previously existed. In such cases, in-group interactions such as those described
in the SIDE model can lead to polarization by shifting individual attitudes beyond the mean
position of a group (Spears & Lea, 1990).
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Each of the explanations for group polarization can be applied to political polarization.
For example, the proposal that group polarization occurs via exposure to more extreme
arguments aligns with how partisan media coverage of the extreme ends of the political spectrum
magnifies affective political polarization (Levendusky, 2013; Stroud, 2011). Likewise, social
comparison theory could be applied to in-group attraction such that people present themselves in
the most desirable ways when engaged in a group, thus leading to increased in-group attraction.
Finally, self-categorization theory suggests that people will distinguish themselves as members
of a group to a greater degree when social identity is salient, thus leading to attitude
magnification, in-group attraction, and intergroup differentiation. In the next section, I
differentiate the unique dimensions of the SIDE model.
There are two dimensions to consider with regard to the SIDE model: the cognitive
dimension and the strategic dimension. The strategic dimension has been applied specifically to
communication research (Perfumi et al., 2018; Postmes et al., 1998; Rains et al., 2017; Spears &
Postmes, 2015). The SIDE model generally focuses on how visual anonymity and social identity
salience interact in CMC contexts. Two forms of anonymity play a role in the SIDE model:
Anonymity of others to the self (cognitive dimension) and anonymity of the self to others
(strategic dimension; Spears & Postmes, 2015). The effects of the anonymity of others include
perceived group homogeneity, self-attention, and perceived isolation. The effects of anonymity
of self to others include self-presentation/accountability, evaluation of social response/support
occurring though identifiability, and copresence (See Spears & Lea, 1994 Table 2 p. 443). These
effects are explained in more detail in the following paragraphs.
First, the cognitive dimension of the SIDE model refers to the salient level of identity or
self-category (Spears & Lea, 1994 p. 441) that manifests in a given context. In other words, it
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pertains to whether a social identity or individual identity is cued in a group interaction. This
dimension of the SIDE model focuses on in-group processes related to group polarization
(Spears & Lea, 1994). When individual identity is salient, then self-attention should enhance
conformity to personal standards and norms. When social identity is salient, however,
conforming to group standards and norms should increase. Two key factors contribute to the
cognitive dimension of the SIDE model: identity salience (social or individual) and visibility
(visible or anonymous). The model proposed that visibility and identity salience interact to
influence attitudes. In early studies of the SIDE model, participants (typically undergraduate
students) were presented with visual data that showed the general distribution of views on
controversial issues among their peers. The goal was to inform participants about the attitudinal
norms of their in-group. The participants then discussed the issues via instant messaging in either
visually anonymous or individuated (visually identifiable) conditions in which group identity
was cued or not cued. Visual anonymity was manipulated in these studies by placing participants
in completely separate rooms so that they never saw one another. The individuated condition, on
the other hand, had participants seated at separate computer stations in the same room so that
they were visible to one another. Group identity was cued by indicating to participants that they
were going to discuss an issue as part of a group that shared some identifying factor (e.g., shared
avatars or identification numbers), and individual identity salience was cued by telling
participants they were going to discuss issues as individuals (see Reicher et al., 1995).
Numerous studies have since shown that there is a significant interaction between visual
anonymity and identity salience in terms of polarization (Reicher et al., 1995). Visually
anonymous participants (those placed in a completely separate location from one another
throughout the interaction and with no visually identifiable information available) who were
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represented as members of a shared group rather than as individuals, expressed significantly
more polarization compared to when participants were visually anonymous and individual
identity was cued (Lea & Spears, 1991; Spears & Lea, 1992; Spears et al., 1990). No significant
main effects were observed, and the interaction effect was not significant for the visible (i.e.,
individuated) condition (Lea & Spears, 1991; Spears & Lea, 1992; Spears et al., 1990). A recent
meta-analysis of research exploring the effect of anonymity on conformity to group norms in
terms of the SIDE model found additional support for these early findings (Huang & Li, 2016).
The meta-analysis specifically observed that visual anonymity had a moderate and significant
effect size on group conformity. Visual anonymity was a stronger predictor of conformity than
either physical anonymity or personal information anonymity (Huang & Li, 2016). Visual
anonymity was defined in this meta-analysis as the ability to see visual images of a conversation
partner on a screen or not. Physical anonymity was defined as placing participants in the same
room or not. Finally, personal information anonymity was defined as conditions in which
participants met each other and exchanged personal information about one another, such as
hobbies or favorite movies, or not (Huang & Li, 2016). These early SIDE studies and the metaanalysis described show that visual anonymity and shared group membership lead to
polarization.
In sum, the cognitive dimension of the SIDE model pertains to depersonalization as
opposed to deindividuation. To reiterate, depersonalization occurs when social identity becomes
more salient than personal identity in CMC contexts rather than the loss of individual identity
and self-awareness as proposed by deindividuation theory (Spears & Postmes, 2015). The
cognitive dimension also considers the importance of context for the elicitation of certain social
identities and the specific social norms associated with those identities. It is important to note,
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however, that although technology can afford certain things such as visual anonymity, it does not
determine one s social identity. Likewise, social identity does not determine how technology
might affect users (Spears & Postmes, 2015).
The strategic dimension of the SIDE model begins to address communicative acts and
out-group relations, thus identifying the effects of social influence and control across social
boundaries and how these power relations affect self-presentation in intergroup contexts (Reicher
& Levine, 1994; Spears & Lea, 1994). The strategic dimension has been used by communication
scholars to understand determinants of expression or suppression of behavioral norms relevant to
specific social identities via CMC and face-to-face contexts when power relations are salient
(Klein et al., 2007; Spears & Lea, 1994). Particular features of CMC afford more or less visual
anon mit , thus facilitating behavior aligned with one s conte tual social identit (e.g.,
Republican or Democrat; student or instructor). For example, one such study found that students
were less likely to exhibit behaviors normative for them (i.e., copying an essay), but
unacceptable to instructors, when they were identifiable; however, they were more likely to
exhibit support for the behavior when they were anonymous (Reicher & Levine, 1994). Thus, the
normative student behavior of cop ing was strategicall

constrained b the possibilit of

punishment or censure by a powerful out-group (i.e., instructors). In essence, the strategic
dimension of the SIDE model pertains to how features of CMC affect the expression of salient
group identities and norms that are (in)visible to an audience (Spears & Postmes, 2015).
Klein et al. (2007) extended the strategic dimension of the SIDE by elaborating the
concept and relabeling it identity performance. Identity performance has two distinct
functions, according to Klein et al. (2007): identity consolidation and mobilization. Identity
consolidation refers to the expression of in-group norms that reaffirm the relevant group
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symbolically (Klein et al., 2007). Identity mobilization, on the other hand, functions to motivate
or persuade others toward some action. These two functions can be applied to interactions with
both in-groups and out-groups in unique ways. For example, identity consolidation in relation to
an out-group can take place by highlighting positive aspects of an in-group or refraining from
exposing in-group norms that are punishable by an out-group. These steps are taken in order to
change or manage the out-group s perceptions of one s in-group and the out-group s behavior.
Identity mobilization might be performed in front of an out-group in order to gain acceptance,
possibly even support, from the out-group. For example, identity mobilization might be
applicable to collective action and social movements in which movement organizations work to
recruit new adherents to a cause (Bimber, 2017; Chan, 2010; Van Zomeren, 2008). For a full
review, see Klein et al. (2007).
In sum, the strategic dimension of the SIDE relates specifically to how identity is
performed (i.e., communicated) by individuals, in what contexts, and toward which specific
audiences. Performance of a salient identity is contingent on the social context of an interaction
such that if an individual faces potential punishment by some out-group, they may refrain from
communicating certain social norms of their in-group. Although the performance of identity has
been delimited to in-group, out-group, consolidation, and mobilization, such performance often
happens concurrently and among both in-group and out-group members (see Klein & Licata,
2003). The following section provides a review of the hyperpersonal model in order to begin
clarifying how the two models collaboratively explain online communication and its relevant
outcomes.
The Hyperpersonal Model
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The hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1996) was initially developed following early
research of CMC that suggested the communication channel was asocial or antisocial in nature,
which mirrored the work on crowd behavior and deindividuation (Diener et al., 1980; Festinger
et al., 1952; Le Bon 1895; Tarde, 1890; Zimbardo, 1969). The early perspective of CMC
suggested that the lack of non-verbal cues available via the channel was related to impersonal or
task-oriented interactions (Kiesler et al., 1984). In other words, CMC was perceived to reduce
socioemotional expression, which in turn reduced the relational development achieved through
the medium. Walther (1992) developed social information processing theory (SIP) in response to
these early assumptions.
SIP (Walther, 1992) proposed that, in time, CMC users could in fact gather sufficient
socioemotional impressions of others to develop relationships that are comparable to those
developed offline. SIP was the first formal theory proposing an alternative to the cues filteredout approach (Walther et al., 2015) and was grounded in the assumption that communicators
desire to build relationships with others and will use whatever cues they have to develop both
interpersonal and instrumental messages. In the absence of non-verbal cues, individuals will use
other means such as text or other symbols such as emojis to impart meaning in interpersonal
interactions. The exchange of information, however, happens at a slower rate in CMC, thus in
time-restricted studies the outcomes tended to support the antisocial perspective. The reason
CMC takes longer to develop relationships is because the channel allows for fewer messages to
be sent at any one time compared to face-to-face (Walther et al., 2015). These assumptions
aligned with those of the SIDE model, which also argued that, in the absence of face-to-face cues
and prior personal knowledge about a communication partner, the textual cues that do appear in
CMC take on an inflated value (Reicher et al., 1995).
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The hyperpersonal model extended SIP theory following a reanalysis of an earlier study
that showed CMC groups were rated more positively than face-to-face groups on dimensions
such as intimacy and social orientation (Walther, 1996). Walther (1996), therefore, proposed that
CMC could in some circumstances be even more socially desirable than parallel face-to-face
interactions. This happens through a process involving senders, receivers, the communication
channel, and a magnifying feedback loop, each of which are discussed in more detail in the
following paragraphs.
Message senders in a communicative act, according to Walther (1996; Walther et al.,
2015), are focused on optimizing their self-presentation. Optimized (also referred to as selective)
self-presentation regards the motivation to create certain impressions with one s communication
partner that are typically favorable. CMC facilitates this possibility by allowing people to plan
and self-censor messages due to the asynchronous nature of CMC and the reduced cues
transmitted via the channel. Walther (1996), however, pointed out that both elements
(asynchronous communication and reduced cues) are not necessary for selective self-presentation
to occur in CMC.
Receivers of the optimized self-presentations crafted by senders are then inclined to
create idealized perceptions of the senders (Walther, 1996). This enhanced perception of a
message sender is facilitated in part by the absence of non-verbal cues that are available in faceto-face interactions. Walther (1996), in fact, relied on the SIDE model to explain this concept:
The most useful theoretical and empirical approach to this process is found in social
identity-deindividuation (SIDE) theory (although it describes normal rather than inflated
impressions). Lea and Spears (1992; Spears & Lea, 1992) predict that, in the absence of
face-to-face cues and prior personal knowledge about one s partners, whatever subtle
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social context cues or personality cues do appear in CMC take on particularly great
value (p. 17-18).
A more recent revision of the hyperpersonal model suggested that receivers ideali ed
perceptions may also be the result of stereotypes based on perceived personality characteristics
of communication partners (Walther, Hoter, Ganayem, & Shonfeld, 2015).
As previously described, the characteristics of CMC are essential to the hyperpersonal
model because they allow for intentional construction of favorable messages (Walther et al.,
2015). In CMC, people can take more time to craft pro-social messages without worrying about
awkward gaps in communication. Furthermore, the hyperpersonal model proposes that CMC
allows users to edit, delete, and rewrite messages, (Walther et al., 2015 p. 15) to ma imi e
their intended effect. Finally, CMC allows users to attend more closely to message construction
compared to face-to-face interactions and to use the channel for the purposes of optimally selfpresenting themselves to others in order to optimize their intended personae. The hyperpersonal
model thus offers a model of media use as opposed to a framework for understanding media and
media effects like that offered by the SIDE model.
Finally, the hyperpersonal model suggests that the optimized self-presentation, idealized
perceptions, and affordances of the communication channel (Evans, et al., 2016) lead to a
feedback loop that magnifies the effects of each individual component in CMC. That is, when a
receiver comes upon a selectively self-presented message and idealizes its source, the individual
may respond in such a way that reciprocates and reinforces the partially modified personae,
reproducing, enhancing, and potentiall e aggerating them (Walther, et al., 2015 p. 16). This
process is essentially computer-mediated behavioral confirmation (Snyder & Swann, 1978).
Behavioral confirmation proposes that the impression a message sender has about a
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communication partner influences how they behave toward the partner and subsequently leads
the partner to conform to the sender s initial impressions, which some have pointed out is similar
to how the concept of a self-fulfilling prophecy takes shape (Merton, 1948). In this way, if
someone thinks they are talking to a fellow Democrat, they will behave differently than if they
were talking to a Republican. This difference should lead to measurable outcomes including
unique communicative exchanges.
To summarize, the hyperpersonal model explains the processes for how online
communication can exceed face-to-face communication in terms of interpersonal impressions
and relational development (Walther, 1996) via the messages exchanged in an online interaction.
The SIDE model explains how online communication relates to behavioral outcomes due to the
increased salience of social identity over individual identity (Postmes & Spears, 1998; Spears &
Postmes, 2015). Both theoretical models are concerned with the same broad issue (CMC s
implications for relationships) but address it in unique ways with distinct foci. The SIDE model
explains the cognitive and strategic processes that occur in response to the unique affordances of
online interactions and the resultant social influence outcomes. The hyperpersonal model
explains how and why those cognitive processes manifest in specific messages exchanged in an
interaction and the resultant interpersonal relational outcomes.
Connecting the SIDE and Hyperpersonal Models
So, what can these models explain together that they cannot individually? The present
study proposes that the SIDE model can be extended by applying the key concepts of the
hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1996). This study has two primary goals. First, it tests how
political polarization manifests in online interactions between in-group or out-group members.
Second, it extends the SIDE model by applying the hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1996) to
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explore specific messages exchanged during online interpersonal interactions. This study
proposes that integrating the two models provides a fuller account of the communicative
processes that take place via CMC and the resulting outcomes related to political polarization
without making one or the other model irrelevant. To clarify how the models are integrated and
how the SIDE model is extended in this study, the shared elements between the models are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
The three core concepts used in the hyperpersonal model optimized self-presentation,
idealized perceptions, and behavioral confirmation

connect to concepts discussed in the SIDE

model. First, the hyperpersonal model explains how CMC affords people the ability to optimally
self-present themselves to convey a desired image or personae (Walther, 1996). This relates to
the SIDE model s concept of identity performance (or the strategic dimension of the SIDE; Klein
et al., 2007) and how the communication channel people use to communicate with others affords
them the ability to express or suppress identities relevant to intragroup or intergroup norms via
visual anonymity (Reicher et al., 1995). The strategic dimension of the SIDE model has
traditionally been tested in the context of power relations. The expression of in-group norms are
suppressed when people are visible to an out-group that has the power to sanction their in-group
(see Klein et al., 2007; Spears & Lea, 1994; Spears et al., 2002). In terms of optimized selfpresentation, power relations might refer to creating an ideal persona in order to avoid social
sanction or maximize social rewards (e.g., perceived in-group status).
The present study applies the concept of optimized self-presentation to visually
anonymous or visible interactions. This study specifically looks at how people optimize their
self-presentation via the messages they exchange when discussing political issues with in- or outgroup members either in visually anonymous or visible contexts when social identity is cued.
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This study also explores the effects those self-presentations have on outcomes related to political
polarization including attitude magnification, in-group attraction, and intergroup differentiation.
To date, political identity has not been explored with regard to how it leads to political
polarization via the SIDE model.
Second, the h perpersonal model s elaboration of the concept of ideali ed perceptions
can also be linked to the SIDE model. Idealized perception refers to the ways in which
perceptions of communication partners are shaped by optimized self-presentations and the
stereotypes one holds of others (Walther, 2006; Walther et al., 2015). In terms of the SIDE
model, idealized perceptions relate to the concept of self-categorization (see Reicher et al., 1995)
and can occur when people assume some heightened level of similarity with their in-group based
on social identity cues (e.g., shared group names, nationality, political party, etc.) that are
available when engaged in visually anonymous intragroup interactions (Walther et al., 2015).
These perceptions can also lead to a heightened level of dissimilarity or reduced affinity (see
Postmes et al., 2002; Walther et al., 2001) when divergent social identities are cued in
conversation partners (e.g., Republican vs. Democrat). For example, in the case of counterattitudinal political partisans, such ideali ed perceptions might rel on partisan Democrat or
Republican stereotypes (see Clifford, 2019), which could then shape the nature of
communication between the individuals and lead to polarization via intergroup differentiation
(Reicher et al., 1995). The concept of idealized perceptions, therefore, can help explain how and
why intragroup and intergroup interactions lead to outcomes such as political polarization
because perceptions of a conversation partner in a socially salient, visually anonymous situation
can lead people to categorize the self and others into respective groups (either shared or
divergent). Per the SIDE model, if people share a group identity, then self-categorization should
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lead to polarization in the form of attitude magnification toward the in-group norm, increased ingroup attraction, and/or heightened intergroup differentiation (Postmes et al., 2002; Walther et
al., 2001). Identifiable out-group interactions can also lead to increased polarization via the
strategic dimension of the SIDE model (see Reicher et al., 1995; Reicher & Levine, 1994a;
1994b).
Finally, the behavioral confirmation detailed in the hyperpersonal model aligns with the
extension of the SIDE model proposed by Klein et al. (2007). In their model (Figure 1), social
context leads to social identity salience and then to group behavior/identity performance. Group
behavior/identity performance in turn cycles back and influences social identity and social
context (Klein et al., 2007). This could be viewed as a process in which people interact within
their in-group, which leads to heightened social identity salience, and group behavior/identity
performance. Behaving and performing an identity related to a specific in-group could then lead
someone to seek out more intragroup relevant interactions, thus reinforcing and magnifying the
process. In the hyperpersonal model, this type of feedback loop applies typically to interpersonal
interactions and individual identity such that optimized self-presentation leads to idealized
perceptions, facilitated by the communication channel, which is then reinforced and reciprocated
by interlocutors engaged in a visually anonymous interaction via behavioral confirmation
(Walther, 1996). The process can then lead to relational outcomes that exceed face-to-face
interactions (Walther, 1996). In the SIDE model, this process applies to group relationships and
social identity, yet the magnifying process is fundamentally the same. In other words, when
people optimize their self-presentation in socially salient contexts, they should rely on perceived
in-group stereotypes (e.g., in-group attitudes, beliefs, values) to present themselves as
prototypical group members, which then lead to heightened self-categorization and idealized
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perceptions (Reicher et al., 1995). These idealized perceptions of a salient social identity in a
given interaction should, in turn, lead to polarization (in the present stud s case, political
polarization) in the form of attitude magnification, in-group attraction, and intergroup
differentiation.
In sum, the SIDE and hyperpersonal models focus on distinct aspects of CMC. The SIDE
model focuses on the cognitive elements of CMC and relevant outcomes while the hyperpersonal
model focuses on the online communicative processes that lead to relational outcomes. These
differences, however, make for an apt collaboration between the models to understand more fully
what occurs when people engage in CMC. Together, the SIDE and hyperpersonal models form a
theoretical framework for understanding CMC and its relevant outcomes such as political
polarization. In the following section, some important differences between the SIDE model and
the hyperpersonal model are identified. Hypotheses are then presented linking visual anonymity
and group identity to political polarization. The hyperpersonal model is then applied to identify
mediating messages that can explain the core relationships proposed.
The SIDE Model and Online Political Discussions
In the previous section, the conceptual overlap between the SIDE and hyperpersonal
models was discussed. In this section, the models are used to explain the predicted outcomes of
online political discourse. There is, however, at least one important difference between the SIDE
model and hyperpersonal model that is especially relevant to the present study. The SIDE model
has typically been tested in small groups of three participants. The hyperpersonal model, on the
other hand, has typically been tested in dyads. The present study used dyads rather than small
groups to test the predicted relationships. Another important difference between the present
study and the SIDE model is that in prior research, identity salience has typically been
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manipulated in addition to anonymity, such that some participants had their individual identity
cued while others had their social identity cued (see Reicher et al., 1995). In the present study,
social identity was cued in all conditions. In other words, rather than testing an interaction effect
between identity salience (group vs. individual) and deindividuation (visible vs. visually
anonymous), the present study tested the interaction effect between the collective identity of
discussion partners (in-group vs. out-group discourse) and deindividuation (visible vs. visually
anonymous). Prior SIDE research has focused primarily on either intragroup or intergroup
discussions. The present study contributes to SIDE research by comparing how intragroup and
intergroup discussions differ in terms of political polarization when social identity is cued in
dyadic exchanges. In the following paragraphs, the observations of prior SIDE model research
are reviewed. I then present the rationale for the present stud s proposed hypotheses.
The SIDE model proposes that in anonymous interactions in which social identity is
salient, conversation partners will be perceived less as individuals than as representatives of
some social identity (Postmes et al., 2002). This happens because, as both the SIDE model and
hyperpersonal model explain, the lack of individuating cues such as appearance, nonverbal
communication, etc. in visually anonymous interactions can lead people to rely more heavily on
other available social context cues (e.g., icons, language use, etc.) and underlying stereotypes. As
a result of this cognitive effect, people engaged in anonymous social interactions via CMC tend
to differentiate their in-group from a salient out-group in numerous ways, for example via biases,
stereotypes, and attitudinal differentiation (Postmes et. al., 1998, 2002). Thus, as established by
SIT (Tajfel, 1978) and SCT (Turner et al., 1987), such depersonali ed interactions increase the
likelihood that individuals will differentiate themselves based on their social identities or grouprelevant categories. In other words, they become more polarized. For example, in terms of
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Republicans and Democrats, during an anonymous interaction in which political identity is cued,
perceptions of one s communication partner(s) might rely on traditional liberal and conservative
stereotypes regarding issue positions (e.g., liberals are pro-choice and conservatives are pro-life),
which could then lead to increased levels of political polarization such as attitudinal extremism,
in-group attraction, and intergroup differentiation.
Prior SIDE research has shown that people do in fact become more extreme in their
attitudes, become more attracted to their in-group, and differentiate themselves from a perceived
out-group more distinctly due to the lack of available individuating information in visually
anonymous, intragroup interactions in which social identity is salient (Lea et al., 2001; Spears &
Lea, 1994). For example, when political identity is cued in an anonymous interaction between ingroup members, these interactants should become more politically extreme, more attracted to
their own political party, and they should also differentiate their own political party from the
opposing political party to a greater extent. Intergroup differentiation regards attitudinal
differences one perceives with an out-group and the willingness to engage with out-group
members (Postmes et al., 2002). In-group attraction traditionally refers to a sense of
interdependence between people working toward some mutual goal or perceived similarities
between individuals (Lea et al., 2001). It is the sum of the perceived bonds people have with
others with whom they are interdependent or connected to in some way, for example through a
shared political identity (Lea et al., 2001; Lott & Lott, 1965). Tests of the SIDE model have
shown a positive relationship between visual anonymity, social identity salience, and in-group
attraction (Lea et al., 2001). Similar findings have been observed with regard to intergroup
differentiation (Postmes et al., 2002). Attitudes on controversial issues are also magnified
following visually anonymous, socially salient interactions, according to the SIDE model
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(Reicher et al., 2015). With regard to politics, someone who identifies as a Democrat should
become, on average, more pro-immigration, which is a prototypical issue that diverges along
party lines (84% of Democrats say immigrants strengthen the country and only 14% of
Republicans say the same; Pew Research Center, 2017), after discussing the issue with other
Democrats in a socially salient, visually anonymous context. A Republican, on the other hand,
should on average become more anti-immigration, when discussing the issue with other
Republicans in a socially salient, visually anonymous context. This should occur as a result of
the anonymized presence of perceived in-group discussion partners.
The strategic dimension of the SIDE model specifically proposes that when out-group
members are identifiable to one another in socially salient intergroup interactions, they will
strategically constrain their in-group norms to avoid censure. This suggests that the way
representatives of political groups talk to each other should differ depending on the context (i.e.,
intergroup or intragroup; Reicher et al., 1995). For example, Republicans should be generally
less likely to state their explicit support for traditionally conservative stances on issues and
Democrats should be less willing to express their support for traditionally liberal stances on
issues when they are identifiable to one another during an intergroup interaction in which social
identity is cued. In other words, they should present themselves as more moderate via their
communication. This principle has typically been tested in regard to power relations such that
people constrain their in-group norms when they are in the presence of some powerful out-group
(e.g., students and teachers).
In the present study, group identity relates specifically to political party. Political party
identit is one s membership in one of the two major parties in American politics: Republican or
Democrat. Although a significant portion of the American public considers itself to be
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Independent, these self-described Independents are often merely more moderate Democrats or
Republicans, or part -leaners (Keith et al., 1992; Magleb et al., 2011). Political party
affiliation represents a fundamental social group membership, it is highly stable, and comes with
a host of values, beliefs, and behaviors. It, therefore, aligns with the conception of identity posed
by social identity theory (Greene, 1999, 2004; Huddy et al., 2015). Applying the SIDE model to
political polarization thus clarifies how Internet technologies relate to political polarization
among the public by explaining how political identity and visibility during an online political
interaction lead to things like attitude magnification, in-group attraction, and intergroup
differentiation (Iyengar & Hahn, 2008; Iyengar & Westwood, 2015; Lelkes et al., 2017). In sum,
the SIDE model is especially applicable to political polarization because political identity is
grounded in party affiliation with regard to the two main political parties (Greene, 1999) and
party affiliation is related to partisan attitudes.
The present study proposes that due to the partisan nature of Republican and Democrat
identities in contemporary U.S. society, in socially salient situations in which out-group
members are identifiable to one another via a live video in dyadic exchanges, they will constrain
their expression of in-group norms (i.e., partisan attitudes) relative to visually anonymous
contexts. In the context of counter-attitudinal political partisans, in order to avoid conflict, people
will constrain expression of their political beliefs when engaged in visible intergroup
discussions. In other words, regarding socially salient intergroup interactions, people should be
more willing to disagree toward topics they are asked to give their opinion on when in visually
anonymous conditions, which will lead to increased political polarization (i.e., attitude
magnification, intergroup differentiation, and in-group attraction) relative to visible intergroup
discussions. As predicted by Reicher et al. (1995; 1998), however, during visible intragroup
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discussions, Republicans and Democrats have increased power to express attitudes that are
consonant with the in-group (Reicher et al., 1998). The outcome of this process is heightened
polarization relative to both visible and anonymous intergroup discussions. In other words, the
traditional cognitive dimension of the SIDE model proposes that social identity salience and
visual anonymity (i.e., depersonalization) lead to increased polarization. The strategic dimension
of the SIDE model, however, proposes that in some instances (i.e., in-group visibile) when
discussing in-group normative issues that are perceived as punishable by an out-group, then
visibility can actually increase polarization (Reicher et al., 1998).
In their extension of the strategic dimension of the SIDE model, Klein et al. (2007)
further detailed the conditions for how and why people present themselves to others. The
conditions include identification with a social category, social identity salience, a
psychologically present audience, and visibility to the audience. In Klein et al. s (2007) article,
they discuss the identity consolidation and mobilization functions that occur when people
communicate their social identity or identities to others. Identity consolidation regards the effort
to present a social identity in order to make membership in a group known. Identity mobilization
regards using one s social identit and expression of in-group norms to mobili e others to one s
cause. Klein et al. (2007), however, did not explicitly test differences in how identities are
performed, or the resultant outcomes of the different encounters people face. In other words,
prior SIDE research has looked at intragroup discussions or intergroup discussions individually,
but little research has been done in the context of SIDE to explicitly compare intragroup and
intergroup discussions and how they relate to polarization. The present study fills this gap in
research.
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Following from the strategic dimension of the SIDE model, the present study proposes a
main effect and an interaction effect will occur in online discussions regarding political issues.
First, the political identity of participants in a discussion will affect polarization such that
intragroup discussions will lead to increased political polarization per the SIDE model relative to
intergroup discussions. This prediction follows from Reicher et al. s (1998) stud . Second, group
identity and visibility will interact such that visibility during intragroup discussions results in
significantly greater polarization than intergroup discussions (Reicher et al., 1998). In visually
anonymous conditions, however, the constraints on communication of one s in-group norms
described by the strategic dimension of the SIDE model should be reduced or reversed. Thus,
there should be no significant difference in political polarization between intergroup and
intragroup discussions in visually anonymous conditions. The following hypotheses are
proposed:
H1: Intragroup political discussions increase (a) attitude magnification, (b) in-group
attraction, and (c) intergroup differentiation relative to intergroup discussions.
H2: An interaction effect occurs between visibility and group manipulations such that
when participants are visible, intragroup discussions result in higher levels of (a) attitude
magnification, (b) in-group attraction, and (c) intergroup differentiation relative to
intergroup discussions. When participants are not visible there is no difference between
intragroup and intergroup discussions regarding the dependent variables.
Next, the hyperpersonal model is applied to extend the SIDE model by explaining how
group identity and visibility lead to political polarization through the specific messages shared in
an online interaction. A gap in the SIDE model exists with regard to how the actual interactions
that occur between group members, in both intragroup and intergroup discussions, in visually
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anonymous or visible conditions lead to political polarization. The hyperpersonal model provides
a useful framework to fill this theoretical gap. As previously noted, the hyperpersonal model
describes the interpersonal communicative processes in which message senders optimize their
self-presentation and message receivers form idealized perceptions, which are then reinforced
through behavioral confirmation, thus leading to magnified interpersonal impressions that can
exceed visually identifiable (e.g., face-to-face) interactions. The hyperpersonal model is used in
this study to predict the different messages people will exchange in visually anonymous social
interactions in which group/social identity is salient, thus extending the SIDE model more
directly to communicative processes beyond the perceived communicative constraints explored
in the strategic dimension of SIDE.
According to the hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1996; Walther et al., 2015), CMC
allows people to craft messages that produce more favorable impressions with a communication
partner due to the reduced cues of the channel, and the ability to self-censor, plan, and edit
messages. The goal of this optimized self-presentation is to create impressions that are typically,
although not always, favorable (Walther, 1996). This could be accomplished, for example,
through the explicit expression of in-group membership and attitudes that reflect the established
in-group norms, or alternatively through the strategic suppression of certain attitudes and beliefs
when engaged in an intergroup discussion (per the strategic dimension of the SIDE model).
The present study proposes that expressing in-group membership or an in-group attitude
to another representative member of the in-group via the messages exchanged will lead, at least
temporarily, to a shift in one s personal attitude toward the perceived in-group norm (and away
from the perceived out-group norm, as described by the SIDE model; Reicher et al., 1995). One
explanation for this is the public commitment framework, which describes how public self-
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presentations can shape people s sense of self by influencing them to shift their own selfappraisals toward their public self-presentations (see Schienker et al., 1994). For example, if a
self-identified Democrat professes more liberal attitudes in a conversation with a fellow
Democrat, they should subsequently see themselves as more liberal and express more liberal
attitudes following the discussion. Additionally, if other perceived in-group members present
themselves as prototypical in-group members through the expression of in-group attitudes and
then reflect the optimized self-presentations of a communication partner, it should lead to
additional implicit social pressure to conform to such things as in-group attitudes (see Hsueh et
al., 2015). This represents the interpersonal processes described in the hyperpersonal model
(Walther, 1996) and implied in the SIDE model, that lead to political polarization. When
individuals optimize the self-presentation of prototypical in-group attitudes via their messages
and those messages lead to idealized perceptions, individuals should then be influenced to
reciprocate and reinforce the idealized perceptions (i.e., behavioral confirmation).
The present study also proposes that group identity and visual anonymity lead to specific
group-relevant messages (i.e., optimized self-presentation), which then lead to political
polarization. The messages that result from this process can take several forms. For example, the
specific messages sent by people in intragroup interactions could include a higher number of
first-person plural pronouns relative to intergroup interactions due to the shared social identity
being mobilized (Klein et al., 2007). In other words, if people s social identit is cued in an
intragroup discussion, they should think of themselves more in terms of a shared group as
predicted by the SIDE model, which should be related to a greater use of words like we
(referring to the in-group). Therefore, the present study suggests that people engaged in
intragroup discussions will strategically use a higher number of first-person plural pronouns to
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signal their perceived similarity with their partner via their shared group identity, which will lead
to increased polarization relative to intergroup discussions.
Several other message effects intended to optimi e one s self-presentation during visible
intragroup interactions are predicted. Visible intragroup discussions should increase the use of
words that signal a shared in-group connection, higher levels of agreement on discussion topics,
more expressed confidence in one s opinions, and more positive emotional responses relative to
intergroup interactions. People should use these specific types of messages during visible
intragroup discussions in an effort to consolidate their group identity (Klein et al., 2007). In sum,
these communicative acts reflect the desire to be seen as an ideal, or prototypical, member of a
salient in-group when engaged in visible intragroup interactions, whereas the communicative
acts in intergroup interactions are intended to minimize differences. Few studies related to the
SIDE model have focused explicitly on the messages exchanged in such interactions (for an
exception, see Postmes et al., 2002). The following hypotheses are proposed:
H3: The interaction effect that occurs between visibility and group identity on political
polarization (H2) is mediated by the messages participants exchange, such that in
visible/intragroup discussions participants use (a) a higher proportion of plural pronouns,
(b) more words that signal shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement on
discussion topics, (d) more confidence in expressed opinions, and (e) more positive
emotional responses relative to visible/intergroup discussions. There is no difference
between intragroup and intergroup discussions when participants are not visible to
one another.
H4: The use of (a) a higher proportion of plural pronouns, (b) more words that signal
shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement on discussion topics, (d) more
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confidence in one s e pressed opinions, and (e) more positive emotional responses are
associated with attitude magnification.
H5: The use of (a) a higher proportion of plural pronouns, (b) more words that signal
shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement on discussion topics, (d)
more confidence in one s e pressed opinions, and (e) more positive emotional
responses are associated with in-group attraction.
H6: The use of (a) a higher proportion of plural pronouns, (b) more words that signal
shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement on discussion topics, (d) more
confidence in one s expressed opinions, and (e) more positive emotional responses are
associated with intergroup differentiation.
An indirect effect is also implied in the relationships proposed in hypotheses H1-H6. The
effect of group and visibility manipulations on political polarization is predicted to run through
the use of first-person plural pronouns, words that signal a shared in-group connection, higher
levels of agreement on discussion topics, more confidence in one s e pressed opinions, and more
positive emotional responses. The increased use of such messages should increase political
polarization as a result of the concepts of public commitment (Schlenker et al., 1994) and
behavioral confirmation explained by the hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1996). The following
hypothesis is proposed (See Figure 2):
H7: The interaction effects of group and visibility (H2 & H3) indirectly influence
political polarization through the use of (a) a higher proportion of plural pronouns, (b)
more words that signal shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement on
discussion topics, (d) more confidence in one s e pressed opinions, and (e) more positive
emotional responses (H4-6).
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Overview
This study used an online experiment to examine the predicted outcomes. The specific
outcomes this study focused on were how online discussions about political issues between
dyads relate to political polarization (i.e., attitude magnification, out-group differentiation, and
group attraction). Participants discussed political issues online with either a in-group member or
an out-group member (i.e., Democrat or Republican) in either a visually anonymous or visible
context. Participants completed the experimental portion of this study using Google Hangouts.
As articulated in prior SIDE research (Lea & Spears, 1991; Spears & Lea, 1992; Spears, et al.,
1990), group polari ation is an outcome not onl of conformit to one s own group, but also in
response to the stances of some relevant out-group. In other words, social identity is based not
onl on one s own group norms but also via comparisons with a relevant out-group (Turner et
al., 1987). Unlike prior SIDE studies, the present study specifically explored how political
identity salience was related to political polarization during anonymous or visible dyadic
interactions. Social identity in the form of political group affiliation was cued due in part to the
nature of the political issues that participants were asked to discuss and also through the Google
profiles they used to complete the online discussions. The Google profiles featured Democrat
and Republican imagery and screennames depending on participant political party identity (See
Appendix A). Social identity was held constant such that all participants completed the study
using one of the Google profiles created explicitly for this study that aligned with their political
party identity.
Participants
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A total of 221 participants completed the study, which relied on a convenience sample of
undergraduate students from a large, public university in the Southwest United States.
Participants answered pre- and post-test questionnaires and engaged in an approximately 45minute online experiment where they were randomly assigned to discuss political issues with
another student either in a visible (i.e., video conference) or not visible condition using Google
Hangouts. Students who successfully completed both parts of the study received class research
participation credit for their time. One participant was excluded because they did not complete
the pre-test. One dyad was excluded for not following directions. Additionally, 16 participants
were excluded from analysis for failing manipulation checks or both attention check questions
that were placed throughout the post-test survey. The final sample size was N = 202 participants.
A majority of participants were female (n = 136, 67.3%), followed by male (n = 65, 32.2%), and
one person who identified as non-binary. Participants were more likely to identify as Democrat
(n = 111, 55.0%) than Republican (n = 91, 45.0%). Participants were primarily White (n = 116,
55.5%) followed by Hispanic (n = 44, 23.4%), Black (n = 17, 8.3%), Asian (n = 13, 6.4%),
Pacific Islander (n = 5, 2.8%), Native American (n = 5, 2.3%), and Indian (n = 2, .9%).
Participants were on average 20.36 years old (SD = 2.88). The sample size for each of the four
conditions was as follows: visible, intergroup (n = 43), visible intragroup (n = 43), anonymous
intergroup (n = 60), and visible intragroup (n = 56). The unequal group sizes were due primarily
to participants either declining to open a video with their partner prior to their discussion or
reporting technical difficulties with the video feature of Google Hangouts. When this occurred,
participants were filtered into one of the anonymous conditions.
Experimental Design
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A 2 (visibility: visible/visually anonymous) x 2 (group: intragroup/intergroup) betweenparticipants factorial design was used in this study. The visually anonymous/intragroup or
intergroup conditions were defined as discussions that took place between in- or out-group
members via the text message feature of Google Hangouts. The visible/intragroup or intergroup
conditions regarded discussions that took place between in- or out-group members via Google
Hangouts in which participants also were visible to one another via a live video feed throughout
their discussions. Manipulations were fully crossed.
Post-hoc power analyses were conducted using the simR package in R (Green &
MacLeod, 2016). Based on 1000 simulations for a two-way linear mixed effects model (H2), this
study required at least n = 71 participants for 78.2% power, 92 participants for 98.8% power, and
202 participants, for 100% power. An additional power analysis was conducted on the main
effects model used in this study (political polarization regressed on group and visibility). Based
on 1000 simulations, the hypotheses 1 and 2 were sufficiently powered, (91.20%). Power was
sufficient for this study.
Procedure
A pre-test questionnaire was completed that included measures of each dependent
variable in order to identify any observable change from pre- to post-test. The pre-test
questionnaire also included demographic questions including, age, sex, race, political identity,
and ideology. Participants answered several questions intended to gauge their attitudes on
controversial political issues including immigration, race, inequality, abortion, gay marriage,
terrorism, military spending, and climate change. Finally, in-group attraction, out-group
differentiation, and self-categorization questions were included on the pre-test questionnaire in
order to test the effects of the manipulations in the post-test questionnaire. Participants signed up
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for a time to complete the experimental portion of the study during the pre-test. This study
replicated previous SIDE studies by exploring how discussing issues via CMC relates to the
outcomes of interest.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions prior to
their scheduled Google Hangout. This was accomplished by rolling a die. In order to have a
relatively equal number of in- and out-group conversations, a Qualtrics quota system was
implemented that ensured at least one member of each group (i.e., Republican and Democrat)
signed up for every lab session. Republican identifying participants were restricted to 4 per
session, while Democrat identifying participants were restricted to 6 per session in an attempt to
equitably distribute Republicans across sessions.
When participants logged on to Google Hangouts, they were greeted by the primary
investigator. I introduced the project as an attempt to better understand how people talk to each
other about political issues. Participants were then asked to complete an IRB form via a Qualtrics
link. Next, I explained to the participants that they would be having a discussion with another
student about political issues. Participants were then given information regarding a random subset of two of the political issues they reported their attitudes on during the pre-test (i.e.,
immigration, inequality, climate change, race, military spending, and/or terrorism) along with
several questions intended to help facilitate a conversation. A systematic random sub-set of
issues was used for the discussions to limit the time necessary to complete the lab portion of the
study and to help generalize findings across issues. The information sheet included a brief
introductory statement about public opinion polls followed by two discussion questions relevant
to each issue used as discussion prompts (see Appendix C). This information was available to
participants throughout their conversations.
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Participants were identified by a group-relevant screen name throughout the interaction
(e.g., Republican 1 or Democrat 1) along with a group-relevant image (e.g., an elephant or a
donkey with the word Democrat or Republican to represent the political party mascots; see
Appendix A). Participants were able to see their own image (i.e., Democrat or Republican
iconography) and screenname, as well as that of their communication partner throughout the
entirety of their interaction. Participants that were randomly assigned to the visible condition
completed the study via instant messenger in Google Hangouts with the video feature activated
and placed on mute (Reicher, et al., 1995; Spears, et al., 1990). This allowed participants to see
the non-verbal responses of their communication partners throughout the discussion. Participants
assigned to the anonymous condition completed the study solely through the instant messenger
feature of Google Hangouts with the video deactivated so that they never saw their
communication partner.
More than one issue was included as a discussion topic in this study in order to ensure
that findings were not specific to a particular issue (O Keefe, 2015). Prior SIDE research
outlined several factors for choosing discussion topics. First, each topic should have a clearly
identifiable directional norm (see Spears, et al., 1990). Topics were also chosen for which
normative attitudinal data are available representing the in-group average for Republicans and
Democrats on each issue. These data were available from the Pew Research Center or the
General Social Survey, which regularly conduct political surveys to identify public sentiment on
issues. Again, differences in issues discussed were not theoretically important for this study but
were included to ensure that the results generalized.
Discussions were not timed; however, in order to ensure that participants completed the
study in a timely manner, they were encouraged to wrap up their conversation if it continued for
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more than approximately 20 minutes. Following their interaction, participants completed the
post-test questionnaire. Finally, they were debriefed. All discussions between participants were
saved with the participants prior consent.
Dependent Measures
In-Group attraction. In-group attraction was measured using a group relations
questionnaire adapted from Hogg and Hains (1996). The measure was originally established
using factor analysis and accounted for 71% of variance in group attraction (Hogg & Hains,
1996). The questionnaire consisted of 6 questions measured on 7-point scales with 1 indicating
strongly disagree and 7 indicating strongly agree. Questions were delivered to participants in
Qualtrics based on their identified party affiliation and included the following: (1) The
Republican/Democratic Party holds attitudes and beliefs that resonate with me, (2) I like what
the Republican/Democratic Party stands for, (3) The Republican/Democratic Part is
important to me, (4) I have strong ties to the Republican/Democratic Party, (5) I am glad to
be a member of the Republican/Democratic Part , and (6) I feel like I belong in the
Republican/Democratic Party. Pre-test scores (M = 4.53, SD = 1.08) and post-test scores (M =
4.85, SD = 1.09) were then averaged across the six questions for measures of total pre-test ingroup attraction and post-test in-group attraction (Republican

=.94; Democrat

= .92).

Intergroup differentiation. Intergroup differentiation was measured using a scale adapted
from Kelly (1988) and Postmes et al. (2002). Postmes et al. (2002) used a two-item measure
(e.g., to what extend do you yourself differ from the average [out-group member]), which was
reliable ( = .76). For the present stud , I included additional questions from Kell s (1988)
study on political intergroup differentiation. The questionnaire consisted of 5 items measured on
a 7-point scale with 1 indicating not at all and 7 indicating a great deal. This questionnaire
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item, however, was measured twice: Once for the in-group and once for the out-group (Kelly,
1988). The ratings for each participant s out-group were subtracted from the matching in-group
rating and were then summed such that higher scores indicated higher intergroup differentiation
(see Kelly, 1988). Questions included, (1) How sympathetic are you to the views of the
Republican/Democratic Party?, (2) How happy would you be to spend time with a member of
the Republican/Democratic Party?, (3) How compatible are the goals of the
Republican/Democratic Party with your own goals?, (4) How much do you differ from the
average member of the Republican/Democratic Party? (reverse coded), and (5) How similar do
you feel to the average member of the Republican/Democratic Party? ( = .90). Pretest
intergroup differentiation scores (M = 7.42, SD = 8.45, Range: -12.00, 30.00) and post-test
intergroup differentiation scores (M = 7.32, SD = 8.07, Range: -9.00, 26.00) were averaged for
pre- and post-test measures across the two groups of five questions.
Political attitude magnification. In order to measure political attitudes, following from
previous SIDE model research, scores on pre- and post-test political attitudes questionnaires
were compared. Participants were presented with 16 items representing 8 total issues. Half of the
questions were framed from a traditionally conservative perspective and half from a liberal
perspective. All questions were measured on 7-point scales with 1 being strongl disagree and
7 being strongl agree. The questionnaires asked for participants attitudes regarding the
issues of immigration, race, inequality, abortion, marriage equality, climate change, military
spending, and terrorism. The eight conservatively framed questions were reversed coded prior to
analysis so that higher attitude scores indicated a more liberal attitude and lower scores indicated
a more conservative attitude, with a score of 4 indicating no preference ( = .86). The questions
were adapted from the General Social Survey and Pew Research Center data. To identify the
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total attitude magnification (M = .21, SD = .98) for Democrats, pre-test scores were averaged and
then subtracted from post-test scores. Total attitude magnification for Republicans was
calculated by subtracting averaged post-test scores from pre-test scores. This same process was
used for topic 1 (M = .17, SD = .98) and topic 2 (M = .35, SD = 1.43). For a complete list of the
issue attitude questions used in this study, see Appendix D.
Manipulation Checks and Control Variables
Each participant was asked about their own and their communication partner s group
identity. The question stated, Based on information I observed, m conversation partner
affiliates with the (Republican/Democratic) party. A second manipulation check tested the
anonymity condition: The person I talked to was anon mous to me during the discussion. The
average number of words used by participants in their coded transcripts was calculated (M =
261.67, SD = 118.58) and included as a control for all message effect analyses in order to hold
constant differences in the length of interactions (see Rains et al., 2019).
Analyses
Pre- and post-test surveys were administered through Qualtrics. To conduct analyses, I
first cleaned and anonymized the datasets and then transformed and computed the core variables
using the prefi es pre and post in order to differentiate measures upon merging the data
using a key variable. Once the data were merged, a pairwise dataset was constructed such that
dyads (N = 101) were paired using a unique identifier. Because this study used a pre-posttest
design with the experimental manipulation involving a dyadic interaction, all analyses accounted
for variance that occurred at the level of the dyad (between), along with any variance at the
individual level (within). The Lme4 package in R (Bates, et al., 2015) was used to conduct the
linear mixed-effects models (LMEMs) proposed in Hypotheses 1-6. All variables in the tested
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models, including the group by visibility interaction term, were entered as fixed effects to test
their relationship to the outcome variables. Group was dummy coded such that the intergroup
condition was 0, and the intragroup condition was 1. Visibility was dummy coded such that the
visible condition was 0, and the visual anonymity condition was 1. Political identity was coded
such that Republicans were 0 and Democrats were 1. Parameter estimates were produced using
the maximum likelihood model due to the unbalanced nature of the data (Albright & Marinova,
2015).
Hypothesis 7 was analyzed using multilevel structural equation modeling (SEM) to test
the conditional indirect effects of group by visibility on political polarization. Mediators were
entered in a parallel structure and one model was run for each political polarization outcome
variable for a total of three individual models. Word count was again included as a control
variable. SEM was conducted using the Lavaan package in R (Rosseel, 2012). Two levels were
analyzed in the multilevel models. Level 1 included the within subjects, direct effect of each
mediator on the political polarization outcomes. Level 2 included the between subjects,
conditional indirect effect of visibility and group political identity on political polarization
through the mediating message variables. Indirect effects were evaluated using bootstrapped
confidence intervals.
The transcripts of participant discussions were analyzed using the Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count 2015 (LIWC) program. LIWC is a computerized textual analysis tool used to
identify the words in a text in order to make inferences about thoughts, feelings, personalit ,
and motivations. The proportions of specific word categories LIWC identified in this study
included the use of plural pronouns (M = 1.55, SD = .76), affiliation words (e.g., friend, ally; M
= 3.17, SD = 1.50), assent words (e.g., agree, OK; M = 1.56; SD = 1.08), certainty words (e.g.,
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always, never; M = 1.84, SD = 1.14), and positive emotion words (M = 4.63, SD = 1.74; e.g.,
love, nice; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010; Pennebaker, et al., 2015). The unit of analysis for the
computerized text analysis was a participant s complete, cleaned transcript starting from the
beginning of the conversation regarding political issues and ending at the participant s last
utterance before they began the post-test questionnaire. The transcripts were separated so that
each participants specific utterances were coded individuall . The transcripts were spellchecked
prior to analysis. R script for all analyses is included in Appendix E.
Results
Preliminary Analyses
Correlation analyses were conducted on the political attitude questions posed in this study
to ensure answers conformed to the expected partisan directions. In other words, political
identity (i.e., Political ID) was correlated with answers on the political attitudes questions to
identify whether Republican and Democrat identified participants responded to the questions in
the anticipated direction. Answers conformed to expectations (See Table 1) with the exception of
questions 15 and 16. Future studies might consider removing these questions.
Additionally, correlation analyses were conducted on all key variables in this study to
provide additional context to the experiment (See Table 2). Manipulation checks were reviewed
to ensure participants accuratel identified their communication partner s political identit and
that those who were placed in the visible condition felt that they could see their communication
partner. Four participants failed the visibility manipulation and were removed prior to analysis.
These participants were originally placed in the visible condition but were moved to the
anonymous condition due to video problems; however, before being moved, one or both
participants could see one another before encountering technical difficulties requiring them to be
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reassigned to the anonymous condition. Seven participants failed the political identity
manipulation check and were removed prior to analysis. In the following section, hypotheses are
tested using LMEM (H1-6) and multilevel structural equation modeling (H7). All regression
coefficients reported in the tables are unstandardized.
Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations, and Bivariate Correlations for Issue Attitudes Across Political
Groups
Variable

Mean

SD

Political ID

1. Abortion should be illegal in all or most cases (R)

2.44

2.02

-.21

2. Access to safe and legal abortion should be available
to all who seek it. (D)

5.75

1.69

.36

3. There is solid evidence that the average temperature
on Earth has been getting warmer over the past few
decades. (D)

5.71

1.69

.44

4. Human actions are to blame for climate change. (D)

5.60

1.36

.43

5. The number of immigrants coming to the U.S. from
Latin America should be decreased. (R)

3.58

1.66

-.46

6. The federal government needs to do more to stop
illegal immigrants from coming to the U.S. (R)

4.13

1.73

-.56

7. The economic system in the U.S. is generally fair.
(R)

3.82

1.66

-.50

8. Economic inequality is a problem that needs to be
addressed by the federal government. (D)

4.92

1.53

.45

9. Marriage equality is an important right for all
Americans. (D)

6.19

1.30

.32

10. Gay and lesbian couples should be allowed to
marry legally. (D)

6.27

1.28

.27

11. Race relations is a serious issue facing the U.S.
today. (D)

5.08

1.49

.46

12. Race relations in the U.S. have gotten worse in
recent years. (D)

4.37

1.50

.39

13. Protecting the country from terror attacks should be
a top priority of the federal government. (R)

5.02

1.50

-.36

14. Terrorism is one of the most important issues
facing the U.S. today. (R)

4.36

1.53

-.26

15. More should be done to strengthen the U.S.
military. (R)

4.00

1.59

.34

16. Military spending by the federal government
should be increased. (R)

3.62

1.48

.36

Note. For political ID, 0=Republican, 1=Democrat. All correlation coefficients are significant at
the p<.01 level (two-tailed). R=Republican Frame, D=Democrat Frame.

Table 2
Bivariate Correlations for Key Variables

.84**
.23*
.09
.59**
-.04
-.02
-.07
.27**
.11

.11

Certainty
Words

Attitude Change Topic 1
.87**
.06
.14
-.04

.21**

-.07

-.06

.20**

.01

.11

Affiliation
Words

Attitude Change Topic 2
.06
-.05
-.00

.28**

.03

.07

-.09

.38**

.63**

Group

Intergroup Differentiation
-.00
.06
.01

-.06

.12

-.12

.11

.01

Visibility

In-Group Attraction
-.00
.14*

.20*

.05

.11

-.07

-.05

Positive
Emotion
Words

Visibility
.12
-.07

.08

.08

.05

-.05

In-Group
Attraction

Group
-.02
.04

-.01

-.12

.13

Intergroup
Differentiation

Positive Emotion Words
.04

.01

.02

.06

Attitude
Change
Topic 2

Affiliation Words
.01

-.03

.14

Attitude
Change
Topic 1

Certainty Words
-.01

.03

Attitude
Change
Total

Assent Words

.09

Attitude Change Total

Plural Pronouns
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Assent
Words

-.01

Note. Visibility was coded 0=visible, 1=visually anonymous, Group was coded 0=intergroup, 1=intragroup, Political ID was coded
0=Republican, 1=Democrat. Attitude magnification, in-group attraction, and intergroup differentiation represent change scores from
pre- to post-test. *p<.05, **p<.01, *** p<.001(two-tailed)
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Hypothesis Tests
H1 predicted that intragroup political discussions would increase (a) attitude
magnification, (b) in-group attraction, and (c) intergroup differentiation relative to intergroup
discussions. LMEM analyses were conducted on attitude magnification controlling for the
random effects of participant dyads. Attitude magnification was tested for the first and second
topics participants discussed as well as for the total attitude magnification reported across topics.
The group manipulation was significantly related to total attitude magnification, F(1, 110.151) =
4.94, p = .028, as well as for topic 1, F(1, 107.99) = 5.49, p = .021. Participants who engaged in
an intragroup discussion reported significantly more extreme attitudes for total attitude change
(M = 0.35, SE = 0.09) compared to those who engaged in an intergroup discussion (M = .06, SE
= .09). Participants who engaged in an intragroup discussion also reported significantly more
extreme attitudes for topic 1 attitude change (M = 0.31, SE = 0.10) compared to those who
engaged in an intergroup discussion (M = -0.02, SE = 0.10). Recall that attitude magnification for
Democrats was measured as post-test attitudes minus pre-test attitudes (measured on a scale of 17 with 7 being most liberal). Attitude magnification for Republicans was measured as pre-test
attitudes minus post-test attitudes. Therefore, a negative attitude magnification score would mean
that participant attitudes (both Democrat and Republican) became more moderate and a positive
score would mean they became more extreme. There was no significant effect observed for the
group manipulation on topic 2 attitude magnification, F(1, 56.74) = 0.58, p = .451. H1a was
partially supported.

1

Denominator degrees of freedom for H1-3 were estimated using the Satterthwaite approximation, which provides a
more conservative test of nested data in mixed effects and multilevel models (see DiSantostefano & Muller, 1995).
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Next, LMEM analyses were conducted on post-test in-group attraction and intergroup
differentiation scores controlling for the random dyadic effects. Word count and pre-test ingroup attraction and intergroup differentiation scores were entered as covariates (see Postmes, et
al., 2002). The group manipulation was significantly related to intergroup differentiation (H1c),
F(1, 106.19) = 10.15, p = .002. Participants who engaged in an intragroup discussion (M = 8.55,
SE = .52) expressed significantly more intergroup differentiation than those who engaged in an
intergroup discussion (M = 6.29, SE = .51). H1c was supported. There was no difference in ingroup attraction based on the group manipulation, F(1, 101.17) = 3.13, p = .08. H1b was not
supported. See Table 3 for complete results.
H2 predicted that an interaction effect would occur between visibility and group
manipulations such that when participants were visible, intragroup discussions would result in
higher levels of (a) attitude magnification, (b) in-group attraction, and (c) intergroup
differentiation relative to intergroup discussions. When participants were not visible, however,
there would be no difference between intragroup and intergroup discussions regarding the
dependent variables. An LMEM analysis was conducted to test the interaction effect of visibility
by group on political polarization outcomes controlling for dyadic effects with word count
entered as a covariate. The interaction significantly influenced intergroup differentiation, F(1,
101.23) = 15.88, p < .001 (See Figure 3). Decomposing this interaction showed that participants
who engaged in visible/intragroup discussions expressed significantly more intergroup
differentiation than participants who engaged in visible/intergroup discussions (b = -5.25, SE =
1.03, t = -5.09, p < .001). Participants in a visually anonymous/intergroup discussion also
reported significantly more intergroup differentiation than those who participated in a
visible/intergroup discussion (b = -2.66, SE = 0.95, t = -2.79, p = .031). There was no significant
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difference between visually anonymous/intragroup discussions and visible/intragroup
discussions, (b = 2.49, SE = 0.96, t = 2.59, p = .052), nor between visually
anonymous/intragroup discussions and visually anonymous/intergroup discussions, (b = -.11, SE
= 0.88, t = -0.12, p = .999). Results showed that visual anonymity had the opposite effect for
intergroup and intragroup dyads. When intergroup discussion partners engaged in visually
anonymous discussions, intergroup differentiation significantly increased relative to visible
discussions; however, when intragroup members engaged in visually anonymous discussions,
intergroup differentiation decreased relative to visible conditions (although the decrease was
only marginally significant). These findings suggest that visibility provided people a stronger
sense of identification with others

despite group membership

that either magnified or

mitigated perceived similarities or differences. H2c was supported. The interaction between
visibility and group did not influence the sum of attitude magnification, F(1, 109.55) = .51, p =
.478, attitude magnification for topic 1, F(1, 106.13) = .47, p = .495, nor attitude magnification
for topic 2, F(1, 58.18) = 2.38, p = .128. Finally, the interaction between visibility and group did
not affect in-group attraction, F(1, 96.99) = 1.42, p = .237. Hypotheses H2a and H2b were not
supported. See Table 3 for complete results.
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Visibility X Group

Intergroup Differentiation

12
10
8
6

Intergroup
Intragroup

4
2
0

Intergroup
Intragroup

Visible
4.79
10.04

Anonymous
7.44
7.55

Figure 3. The interaction effect of visibility and group manipulations on intergroup
differentiation.

Table 3

Estimate
(SE)

Mean (SE)

Attitude Magnification T1
Estimate (SE)

Mean (SE)

Attitude Magnification T2

Fixed Effects Estimates, Standard Errors, and Interaction Effects for Predictors of Attitudes
Mean (SE)

Attitude Magnification
Estimate
(SE)

Mean (SE)

In-Group Attraction
Estimate
(SE)
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Mean (SE)

Intergroup Differentiation

Estimate (SE)

6.33 (.50)

2.27 (.71)**
4.77 (.07)

8.61 (.51)

.18 (.10)
.30 (.20)

4.95 (.07)

.20 (.27)
-.02 (.10)

.51 (.19)

.34 (.14)*
.07 (.09)
.32 (.10)

.32 (.13)*

Intergroup
.38 (.09)

Group
Intragroup

7.41 (.55)

.11 (.71)
4.84 (.08)

7.53 (.47)

.03 (.10)
.37 (.21)

4.88 (.07)

.07 (.27)
-.00 (.11)

.44 (.18)

.20 (.14)
.18 (.10)
-.01 (.09)

.09 (.13)

Visible
.27 (.09)

Visibility
Anonymous

.03 (.30)

5.00 (.11)

4.68 (.11)

7.44 (.62)

10.04 (.73)

4.79 (.73)

-5.14 (1.31)***

-.17 (.16)

.70 (.29)

4.84 (.10)

7.55 (.63)

-.24 (.20)

-.03 (.14)

.27 (.15)

.53 (.27)

4.91 (.10)

-.82 (.53)

Visible/Intergroup
.39 (.14)

.12 (.13)

.38 (.25)

-.19 (.28)

Visible/Intragroup
.14 (.12)

.37 (.13)

-.22 (.26)

Anon/Intergroup
.34 (.13)

Group x Visibility

Anon/Intragroup

6.89 (.45)

1.06 (.49)*
4.88 (.07)

7.95 (.43)

-.05 (.07)
.89 (.20)

4.84 (.06)

-1.01 (.26)***
.19 (.10)

-.12 (.19)

-.06 (.14)
.39 (.10)

.13 (.10)

-.33 (.13)*

Republican
.06 (.09)

Political ID
Democrat

Note. Group was coded 0=intergroup, and 1=intragroup. Visibility was coded 0=visible, and 1=anonymous. Unstandardized beta
coefficients are reported along with SEs in parentheses. *p <.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001, p<.10.
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H3 predicted that the interaction effect between visibility and group identity on political
polarization (H2) would be mediated by the messages participants exchanged, such that in
visible/intragroup discussions participants would use (a) a higher proportion of plural pronouns,
(b) more words that signal shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement on
discussion topics, (d) more confidence in expressed opinions, and (e) more positive emotional
responses relative to visible/intergroup discussions. There would be no difference, however,
between intragroup and intergroup discussions when participants were not visible to one another.
LMEM analyses were conducted on the message effect variables controlling for the random
effects of participants within dyads, political identity, and word count. Visible/intragroup
discussions did not have an effect on plural pronoun use, F(1, 110.71) = .97, p = .327, the use of
words that signal in-group connection, F(1, 108.83) = .37, p = .547, proportion of agreement
words used, F(1, 102.41) = .36, p = .549, words that express confidence, F(1, 95.92) = .13, p =
.716, nor for the use of positive emotion words, F(1, 107.01) = .03, p = .866, relative to visually
anonymous conditions. The interaction between visibility and group did not influence the types
of messages people exchanged during their conversations. The main effects of visibility and
group were also explored. Neither manipulation had an effect on the types of messages people
communicated during their discussions. Hypotheses 3a-3e were not supported. See Table 4 for
complete results.

Mean (SE)

Positive Emotion Words
Estimate
(SE)
Mean (SE)

Certainty Words
Estimate
(SE)

Mean (SE)

Assent Words

Table 4
Fixed Effects Estimates, Standard Errors, and Interactions Effects for Predictors of Messages
Estimate (SE)

Mean (SE)

Affiliation Words
Estimate
(SE)
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Means (SE)

Plural Pronouns

Estimate
(SE)

1.51 (.09)

-.03 (.12)
3.24 (.17)

1.54 (.08)

-.19 (.25)
1.53 (.12)

3.04 (.17)

.13 (.17)
1.95 (.13)

1.65 (.12)

-.23 (.18)
4.78 (.20)
1.72 (.13)

-.31 (.28)

Intergroup
4.47 (.20)

Group

Intragroup

1.56 (.09)

-.05 (.12)
3.01 (.19)

1.50 (.08)

.26 (.24)
1.74 (.13)

3.27 (.16)

-.30 (.17)
1.98 (.14)

1.44 (.11)

-.29 (.18)
4.79 (.22)

1.69 (.12)

-.33 (.28)

Visible
4.46 (.19)

Visibility

Anonymous

3.11 (.22)

1.63 (.13)

1.48 (.13)

-.22 (.23)
1.68 (.16)

2.91 (.22)

1.53 (.11)

-.31 (.50)
2.09 (.16)

1.80 (.15)

3.37 (.20)

.13 (.29)

4.95 (.26)

1.86 (.16)

1.37 (.14)

.21 (.32)

Intergroup/Visible
4.64 (.26)

1.80 (.15)

.12 (.56)

Intragroup/Visible
4.62 (.23)

Group x
Visibility

Intergroup/Anon

1.46 (.11)

.001 (.00)*

3.18 (.20)
.000 (.00)

1.50 (.14)
-.003 (.00)***

1.57 (.15)
-.001 (.001)

4.31 (.23)
-.002 (.001)*

Intragroup/Anon
Word Count

1.57 (.07)

-.09 (.07)
3.08 (.14)

1.48 (.07)

.16 (.50)
1.55 (.10)

3.19 (.14)

.03 (.10)
1.78 (.11)

1.61 (.10)

.11 (.11)
4.74 (.16)

1.87 (.10)

-.21 (.15)

Republican

4.53 (.16)

Political Identity

Democrat

Note. Unstandardized beta coefficients are reported along with SEs in parentheses. *p <.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001, p<.10.
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H4 predicted that the use of (a) a higher proportion of plural pronouns, (b) more words
that signaled shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement on discussion topics, (d)
more confidence in one s e pressed opinions, and (e) more positive emotional responses would
be associated with attitude magnification. An LMEM analysis was conducted controlling for the
random effects of participants within dyads. All message variables were entered in a single
model as predictors of attitude magnification along with word count. The use of more positive
emotion words was significantly related to attitude magnification regarding topic 2 (b = .23, SE =
0.09, t = 2.46, p = .016. Participants who expressed more positive emotions during their
discussions expressed significantly more attitude magnification. There was no significant effect
for the use of more positive emotion words on topic 1 attitude magnification, (b = -0.06, SE =
0.05, t = -1.26, p = .208), nor on the sum of attitude magnification for topics 1 and 2, (b = -0.02,
SE = 0.05, t = -0.41, p = .682). H4e was partially supported. There was no significant effect on
attitude magnification for the use of plural pronouns, (b = -.10, SE = 0.12, t = -0.86, p = .444),
words signaling in-group connection, (b = .06, SE = 0.06, t = .89, p = .374), agreement words, (b
= -.03, SE = 0.07, t = -.38, p = .700), nor for words expressing confidence, (b = -.04, SE = 0.06, t
= -0.72, p = .475). H4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d, were not supported. See Table 5 for complete results.
H5 predicted that the use of (a) a higher proportion of plural pronouns, (b) more words
that signaled shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement on discussion topics, (d)
more confidence in one s e pressed opinions, and (e) more positive emotional responses would
be related to in-group attraction. An LMEM analysis was conducted controlling for the random
effects of participants within dyads. Pre-test in-group attraction and word count were included as
covariates. All message variables with the exception of plural pronouns were entered in a single
model as predictors of attitude magnification. Excluding plural pronouns from the model
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significantly improved model fit (i.e., conditional AIC = 426) and adhered to the principle of
model simplicity (Bates et al., 2018). Including plural pronouns in the model (cAIC = 428)
reduced H5b to non-significance, (b = .08, SE = .05, t = 1.69, p = .092). Plural pronouns were not
a significant predictor of in-group attraction with or without words signaling in-group connection
included in the model. The use of more words that signaled shared in-group connection (H6b)
was positively related to in-group attraction, (b = .08, SE = .03, t = 2.45, p = .015). Participants
who shared more messages that indicated a level of in-group connection with their partner were
more likely to become more attracted to their political in-group. H5b was supported. There was
no significant effect for the use agreement words, (b = .03, SE = 0.05, t = 0.70, p = .483),
confidence words, (b = -.01, SE = 0.04, t = -0.28, p = .781), nor positive emotion words, (b = .02, SE = 0.03, t = -0.70, p = .483). H5a, H5c, H5d, and H5e were not significant predictors of
in-group attraction. See Table 5 for complete results.
H6 predicted that the use of (a) a higher proportion of plural pronouns, (b) more words
that signaled shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement on discussion topics, (d)
more confidence in one s e pressed opinions, and (e) more positive emotional responses would
be associated with intergroup differentiation. An LMEM analysis was conducted controlling for
the random effects of participants within dyads. All message variables were entered in a single
model as predictors of attitude magnification. Pre-test intergroup differentiation was included as
a covariate along with word count. There was no significant effect on intergroup differentiation
for the use of plural pronouns, (b = -.56, SE = 0.62, t = -0.90, p = .371), words signaling in-group
connection, (b = .61, SE = 0.33, t = 1.88, p = .062), agreement words, (b = -.22, SE = 0.36, t = 0.62, p = .533), confidence words, (b = -.16, SE = 0.32, t = -0.52, p = .605), nor for positive
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emotion words, (b = -.22, SE = 0.24, t = -0.92, p = .357). H6a, H6b, H6c, H6d, and H6e were not
supported. See Table 5 for complete results.
Table 5
Fixed Effects Estimates and Standard Errors for Message Effects on Political Polarization
Attitude
Magnification
Total

Attitude
Attitude
In-group
Magnification Magnification Attraction
T1
T2

Intergroup
Differentiation

Estimate (SE)

Estimate (SE)

Estimate (SE)

Estimate (SE)

Estimate (SE)

Positive
Emotion
Words

-.02 (.05)

-.06 (.05)

.23 (.09)*

-.02 (.03)

-.22 (.24)

Certainty
Words
Assent
Words
Affiliation
Words
Plural PN
Word
Count

-.01 (.06)

.00 (.06)

-.16 (.12)

-.01 (.04)

-.17 (.32)

.05 (.07)

.05 (.07)

-.05 (.13)

.03 (.05)

-.22 (.36)

.02 (.06)

.07 (.06)

-.05 (.13)

.07 (.03)*

.61 (.33)

.04 (.12)
-.00 (.00)

-.07 (.12)
-.00 (-.00)

.19 (.23)
.00 (.00)

NA
-.00 (.00)

-.56 (.62)
-.00 (.00)

Note. Unstandardized beta coefficients are reported along with SEs in parentheses. *p <.05,
**p<.01, ***p<.001, p<.10.
Finally, H7 predicted that the interaction effects of group and visibility (H2 & H3) would
indirectly influence political polarization through the use of (a) a higher proportion of plural
pronouns, (b) more words that signal shared in-group connection, (c) higher levels of agreement
on discussion topics, (d) more confidence in one s e pressed opinions, and (e) more positive
emotional responses (H4-6). Participants were clustered within dyads using the unique identifier
used in previous hypothesis tests. A two-level multilevel model of the conditional indirect effects
of group and visibility on political polarization through the messages exchanged in an online
interaction showed that messages did not significantly mediate the relationship between the
group by visibility manipulations and the political polarization variables explored in this study.
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The model did not fit the data for the sum of attitude magnification, X2(21) = 69.60, p < .05, TLI
= NA, CFI = NA, AIC = 6245.32, RMSEA = .11, SRMR within = .03, SRMR between = .29.
The model did not fit the data for topic 1 attitude magnification, X2(21) = 81.05, p < .05, TLI =
.90, CFI = .94, AIC = 6389.56, RMSEA = .12, SRMR (within) = .05, SRMR (between) = .27.
The model did not fit the data for topic 2 attitude magnification, X2(21) = 39.91, p < .05, TLI =
.94, CFI = .96, AIC = 3354.28, RMSEA = .09, SRMR (within) = .05, SRMR (between) = .27.
Neither the in-group attraction model, X2(28) = 68.21, p < .05, TLI = NA, CFI = NA, AIC =
6607.30, RMSEA = .08, SRMR within = .03, SRMR between = .23, nor the intergroup
differentiation model, X2(21) = 86.10, p < .05, TLI = .94, CFI = .96, AIC = 8214.61, RMSEA =
.10, SRMR within = .04, SRMR between = .25, fit the data. H7 was not supported. See Table 6
for indirect effects. For a complete list of hypotheses and analyses, see Table 7.
Table 6
Indirect Effects and Standard Errors of Group and Visibility on Political Polarization
Intraclass
correlation
coefficient

Indirect effect
Total Attitude Magnification

Point
estimate
(SE)

95%
bootstrapped
confidence
interval

.09

Group X Visibilit

Positive Emotion

Group X Visibilit

Certaint

Group X Visibilit

Assent

Group X Visibilit

Affiliation

Group X Visibilit

Plural Pronouns

Group X Visibilit

Word Count

Attitudes

Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes

Attitude Magnification Topic 1

.32

.00 (.01)

[-.03, .03]

.20

.00 (.02)

[-.03, .05]

.18

.00 (.01)

[-.02, .02]

.37

.00 (.01)

[-.01, .01]

.29

-.02 (.02)

[-.06, .03]

.56

-.05 (.04)

[-.13, .02]

.34

.02 (.02)

[-.03, .06]

.19

-.00 (.01)

[-.04, .03]

.19

.00 (.01)

[-.02, .02]

.37

-.01 (.01)

[-.04, .02]

.28

.01 (.02)

[-.03, .05]

.56

-.05 (.04)

[-.13, .02]

.16

Group X Visibilit

Positive Emotion

Group X Visibilit

Certaint

Group X Visibilit

Assent

Group X Visibilit

Affiliation

Group X Visibilit

Plural Pronouns

Group X Visibilit

Word Count

Attitudes

Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes
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Attitude Magnification Topic 2

.05

Group X Visibilit

Positive Emotion

Group X Visibilit

Certaint

Group X Visibilit

Assent

Group X Visibilit

Affiliation

Group X Visibilit

Plural Pronouns

Group X Visibilit

Word Count

Attitudes

Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes

In-Group Attraction

.22

-.13 (.09)

[-.31, .06]

.27

.04 (.05)

[-.07, .15]

.24

.00 (.02)

[-.03, .04]

.33

.00 (.02)

[-.04, .05]

.20

-.05 (.06)

[-.17, .08]

.50

-.01 (.02)

[-.06, .04]

.30

.01 (.01)

[-.02, .03]

.20

.00 (.01)

[-.01, .02]

.17

.01 (.01)

[-.02, .02]

.38

-.01 (.02)

[-.04, .03]

.29

-.00 (.01)

[-.03, .02]

.55

.03 (.02)

[-.02, .07]

.30

.06 (.09)

[-.12, .25]

.22

.04 (.09)

[-.14, .23]

.17

-.04 (.07)

[-.17, .10]

.39

-.06 (.15)

[-.35, .24]

.29

.08 (.11)

[-.14, .30]

.55

-.00 (.13)

[-.26, .26]

.12

Group X Visibilit

Positive Emotion

Group X Visibilit

Certaint

Group X Visibilit

Assent

Group X Visibilit

Affiliation

Group X Visibilit

Plural Pronouns

Group X Visibilit

Word Count

In-Group Attraction

In-Group Attraction
In-Group Attraction
In-Group Attraction
In-Group Attraction
In-Group Attraction

Intergroup Differentiation

.22

Group X Visibilit

Positive Emotion

Group X Visibilit

Certaint

Group X Visibilit

Assent

Group X Visibilit

Affiliation

Group X Visibilit

Plural Pronouns

Group X Visibilit

Word Count

Intergroup Differentiation

Intergroup Differentiation
Intergroup Differentiation
Intergroup Differentiation
Intergroup Differentiation
Intergroup Differentiation

Notes. Point estimates are unstandardized. Intraclass correlation coefficients are given for each
political polarization outcome and the mediating variables in each model.
Post-Hoc Analysis
All analyses were rerun with participants removed who were reassigned to the
anonymous condition due to either declining to be visible on a live video or due to video
problems (n = 20). All results remained the same; therefore, I retained the participants who were
reassigned in the data. Additional analyses were also conducted to provide more contextual detail
regarding H1 and H2 and to test if there were differences in attitude magnification, in-group
attraction, and intergroup differentiation between Republicans and Democrats. Regarding H1a,
analysis of participant political identity showed that Republicans (M = 0.39, SE = .10) reported
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significantly more attitude magnification than Democrats (M = 0.06, SE = 0.09), F(1, 202) =
5.88, p = .016. Regarding H1c, there was no significant difference between Democrats (M =
7.92, SE = 0.40) and Republicans (M = 6.91, SE = 0.43) in terms of intergroup differentiation,
F(1, 199) = 1.14, p = .286. There was also no difference in in-group attraction (H1b) between
Republicans and Democrats, F(1, 199) = 0.05, p = .829.
Table 7
Summary of Hypotheses, Analyses, and Results
Hypothesis

Analysis

Results

H1: Intragroup political discussions
increase (a) attitude magnification, (b)
in-group attraction, and (c) intergroup
differentiation relative to intergroup
discussions.

Linear Mixed Effects Model
(LMEM) Lme4 in R

H1a, H1c, p<.05

H2: An interaction effect occurs
between visibility and group
manipulations such that when
participants are visible, intragroup
discussions result in higher levels of
(a) attitude magnification, (b) in-group
attraction, and (c) intergroup
differentiation relative to intergroup
discussions. When participants are not
visible there is no difference between
intragroup and intergroup discussions
regarding the dependent variables.

LMEM Lme4 in R

H2c, p<.05

H3: The interaction effect that occurs
between visibility and group identity
on political polarization (H2) is
mediated by the messages participants
exchange, such that in
visible/intragroup discussions
participants use (a) a higher proportion
of plural pronouns, (b) more words
that signal shared in-group connection,
(c) higher levels of agreement on
discussion topics, (d) more confidence
in expressed opinions, and (e) more
positive emotional responses relative
to visible/intergroup discussions.
There is no difference between
intragroup and intergroup discussions
when participants are not visible to
one another.

LMEM Lme4 in R

Ns.
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H4: The use of (a) a higher proportion
of plural pronouns, (b) more words
that signal shared in-group connection,
(c) higher levels of agreement on
discussion topics, (d) more confidence
in one s e pressed opinions, and (e)
more positive emotional responses are
associated with attitude magnification.

LMEM Lme4 in R

H4e, p<.05

H5: The use of (a) a higher proportion
of plural pronouns, (b) more words
that signal shared in-group connection,
(c) higher levels of agreement on
discussion topics, (d) more confidence
in one s e pressed opinions, and (e)
more positive emotional responses are
associated with in-group attraction.

LMEM Lme4 in R

H5b, p<.05

H6: The use of (a) a higher proportion
of plural pronouns, (b) more words
that signal shared in-group connection,
(c) higher levels of agreement on
discussion topics, (d) more confidence
in one s e pressed opinions, and (e)
more positive emotional responses are
associated with intergroup
differentiation.

LMEM Lme4 in R

Ns.

H7: The interaction effects of group
and visibility (H2 & H3) indirectly
influence political polarization through
the use of (a) a higher proportion of
plural pronouns, (b) more words that
signal shared in-group connection, (c)
higher levels of agreement on
discussion topics, (d) more confidence
in one s e pressed opinions, and (e)
more positive emotional responses
(H4-6).

MLM SEM via Lavaan

Ns.

Note. Hypotheses with (a) and (b) indicate multiple criterion variables.

Discussion
In this study, I set out to answer the question of whether depersonalized (visually
anonymous and socially salient) online political discourse leads to increased political
polarization, and if so, how. This question was spurred by my own interest in the larger
conversations revolving around the effects new communication technologies and CMC are
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having on society. I believe the SIDE model and the hyperpersonal model provide a strong
theoretical foundation to explore these issues. By integrating the two theories I sought to apply
the SIDE model in a new context (political polarization) and to extend it using concepts from the
hyperpersonal model to explain more thoroughly the relationships between depersonalization and
political polarization. Doing so, allowed me to explore the cognitive, strategic, and interpersonal
communicative processes involved in attitude magnification, in-group attraction, and intergroup
differentiation following online political discourse between representatives of the two major U.S.
political parties (Republicans and Democrats). The SIDE model and the hyperpersonal model
have potential for explaining these relationships, yet few studies have tested the theories in the
context of political polarization (for an exception see Rains, et al., 2017).
Key propositions from both the SIDE model and the hyperpersonal model were used to
make predictions in this study. First, the cognitive dimension of the SIDE model proposes that in
visually anonymous intragroup interactions in which social identity is salient, group members
will become more polarized toward perceived in-group norms (Postmes et al., 2001; Reicher, et
al., 1995; Spears, et al., 1990). Second, the strategic dimension of the SIDE model extends the
applicability of the model to intergroup interactions and proposes that people use the affordances
of CMC to express or suppress certain in-group norms when visible to an out-group (Klein et al.,
2007; Postmes & Spears, 1998; Reicher et al., 1995). Third, the hyperpersonal model (Walther,
1996; Walther et al., 2015) focuses on the communicative acts that occur in CMC that lead to
relational outcomes that can exceed face-to-face interactions. The h perpersonal model s
concepts of optimized self-presentation, idealized perceptions, and behavioral confirmation
explain how and why people communicate differently in anonymous online interactions relative
to face-to-face interactions (and other visible contexts). In this study, the SIDE model explained
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why intragroup and intergroup discussions that are either visible or visually anonymous lead to
political polarization. The hyperpersonal model was applied to provide a fuller explanation of the
predicted relationships by analyzing the messages communicated during dyadic discussions.
The relationships described above were tested using an online experiment that explored if
and how intragroup and intergroup discussions regarding political topics influenced political
polarization in visible and visually anonymous contexts. This study proposed that intragroup
discussions among Republicans and Democrats in the United States would lead to greater
political polarization than intergroup discussions because self-identified Republicans and
Democrats would be influenced to adjust their attitudes toward the extreme ends of the
ideological spectrum, become more attracted to their in-group, and differentiate themselves from
a perceived out-group to a greater extent.
Social identity salience remained constant throughout the present study, such that
everyone was identified as a member of the Republican Party or the Democratic Party via their
screenname and the profile picture (see Appendix A). Visibility was manipulated by having
participants visible via a live video throughout their discussions or not. This was done in part
because this study was most interested in exploring the outcomes of political discourse within
and across political parties rather than if the level of one s salient identity (individual or social)
affects discourse, but also because it was anticipated that participants would quickly identify
their partner s political group identit regardless of whether it was e plicitl cued or not. Visual
anonymity was also predicted to moderate the relationship between intragroup discussions and
political polarization such that in visible conditions, political polarization would be significantly
greater following intragroup discussions relative to intergroup discussions. In visually
anonymous conditions, however, there would be no difference in political polarization between
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intragroup and intergroup discussions because, as the strategic dimension of the SIDE model
explains, anonymity to an out-group reduces the perceived power of the out-group to censure or
punish someone for their views. This could both free people engaged in intergroup discussions to
express their group norms and also reduce the perceived need to consolidate one s identit (Klein
et al., 2007).
The messages that participants exchanged during their discussions were predicted to
explain how the experimental manipulations in this study (group and visibility) led to the
political polarization outcomes. The concept of optimized self-presentation adapted from the
hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1996; Walther et al., 2015) explained the predicted relationship
between the manipulations and the messages used during participant discussions. The concepts
of the public commitment framework (Schlenker et al., 1994) and behavioral confirmation
(Snyder & Swann, 1978; Walther, 1996), provided the basis for the predictions that the messages
people expressed during their discussions would lead to the outcomes of attitude magnification,
in-group attraction, and intergroup differentiation. In other words, the optimized selfpresentations people communicate in a conversation should lead them to confirm those expressed
personae in their post-test survey responses.
There was mixed support for the proposed hypotheses. The group in which participants
discussed political issues affected attitude magnification such that attitudes became more
extreme following intragroup discussions. This finding supports prior SIDE model research. Per
the SIDE model, intragroup discussions in which one s group identit is salient should magnify
attitudes in favor of the group norm (Reicher, et al., 1995; Spears & Postmes, 2015). Additional
analyses showed that Republicans expressed significantly more extreme attitudes pre to post-test
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than Democrats, which provides evidence of a possible mechanism fueling the asymmetric
polarization observed in recent decades (Freelon et al., 2020).
Intragroup discussions also increased intergroup differentiation pre- to post-test aligning
with the predicted relationship proposed in this study and observed in previous SIDE research
(Postmes, et al., 2002). The interaction between group and visibility was significant for
intergroup differentiation. Visible/intragroup discussions produced the highest level of
intergroup differentiation while visible/intergroup discussions reported the lowest levels of
intergroup differentiation of any experimental group. Additionally, visually
anonymous/intergroup discussions significantly increased intergroup differentiation relative to
visible/intergroup discussions. Intergroup differentiation decreased for visually
anonymous/intragroup discussions relative to visible/intragroup discussions, but this finding was
only marginally significant. As the strategic dimension of the SIDE model explains, visibility in
a socially salient interaction is related to polarization by influencing people to express or
suppress their in-group norms (Reicher et al., 1998; Spears & Postmes, 2015). Whether people
express or suppress their identity, however, often depends on if they are talking with an in-group
or out-group member (Klein et al., 2007; Reicher et al., 1995, 1998; Spears & Postmes, 2015).
This study s findings regarding intergroup differentiation showed that visibility during political
discussions can attenuate or exacerbate perceived differences between the political parties.
Communicating with an out-group member in a visible online setting reduced perceived
intergroup differences; however, discussing political issues with an in-group member in a visible
setting increased perceived intergroup differences, or affective polarization.
Two message effects were also observed in this study that aligned with the hyperpersonal
model s concepts of optimized self-presentation and behavioral confirmation. First, the use of a
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higher proportion of positive messages during a discussion was positively related to attitude
magnification. People who used more positive messages in their discussions reported more
extreme attitudes in the post-test survey regarding the political issues they discussed. This
finding was specific to the message sender. It was the act of using positive messages, rather than
receiving positive messages, in political discussions that influenced people to magnify their
attitudes regarding political topics. Optimized self-presentation regards using the affordances of
CMC to present oneself in the best possible light. The hyperpersonal model proposes that
optimized self-presentation can ultimately lead to relational outcomes that can exceed those of
face-to-face interactions (Walther, 1996). In terms of the SIDE model, this process relates to
group-salient interactions. In such circumstances, the expression of positive emotion during a
discussion represents a discussion partner s optimi ed self-presentation (they want to be seen as
optimistic, and good-natured rather than pessimistic and ill-natured). The outcome of this selfpresentation (more extreme attitudes) is increased political polarization in terms of the attitudes
people hold. This aligns with key tenets of the hyperpersonal model. Again, this finding should
be interpreted with some caution as the manipulations (group by visibility) did not appear to
affect the messages sent by participants. Future studies should explore how the manipulations in
this study compare to face-to-face interactions per the hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1996).
Finally, the use of a higher proportion of words that signaled shared in-group connection
was positively related to in-group attraction. This finding showed that people who used more
words like friend or all

in their discussions were more likely to report attraction to their

perceived political party in the post-test survey. This finding aligns with key concepts of the
hyperpersonal model and the SIDE model. When people express more affiliation with a
discussion partner in an attempt to optimize their in-group status, it increases their attraction to
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the relevant in-group. The SIDE model suggests that this occurs as a result of increased selfcategorization. Self-categorization regards the way people categorize themselves, particularly in
socially salient interactions, in order to conform to some relevant social group. In this case, the
category relates to Republican or Democrat party identity. Self-categorization can then result in
one s self-perception shifting toward the perceived expectations of that social group (Hogg &
Reid, 2006). The hyperpersonal model (Walther, 1996), on the other hand, explains that this
occurs as a result of the optimized self-presentation, idealized perceptions, and the behavioral
confirmation processes. In other words, presenting oneself as similar to another representative of
a perceived political in-group is a form of optimized self-presentation intended to maximize
perceived affiliation. These findings show that optimized self-presentation, or identity
performance (Klein et al., 2007), leads to stronger connection with one s political in-group via
expressions of affiliation.
Some of the non-significant findings in this study are also important to note given that
they contradict prior side research. First, political attitudes remained relatively stable across
manipulations. Attitudes changed based on the group manipulation for the sum of issues
discussed and for topic 1; however, they did not change for the second topic discussed. Prior
SIDE studies have t picall observed attitude magnification to be a reliable effect for socially
salient, visually anonymous conditions (Huang & Li, 2016). These effects, however, can vary
depending on the explicit or implicit presence of an out-group (Robertson, 2006) and on the type
of anonymity manipulated in a study (Huang & Li, 2016). With regard to political issues, and in
discussions in which political identity was salient, the proposition of the SIDE model that
visibility would affect attitude magnification did not hold in the present study. One possible
explanation for the non-significant findings could be that students in this study did not identify
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strongly with the salient group identity (Republican or Democrat). Another explanation could be
that students discussed politics in dyads rather than small groups. Further research should be
conducted to test these findings as they suggest that some propositions of the SIDE model might
not apply with regard to political attitudes when political identity is cued. Second, neither group
nor visibility affected in-group attraction (see Lea et al., 2001). This suggests that group identity
and visibility in online discourse does not factor into how attracted one is to their political ingroup. Future research should test these relationships to see how stable political in-group
attraction is.
Message effects were also largely non-significant in this study, which appears to
contradict hyperpersonal model research (Walther, 1996; Walther et al., 2015). Group and
visibility manipulations did not have an effect on the messages exchanged between participants.
Whether people discussed politics in a visually anonymous or visible context, or whether they
discussed politics with an intragroup or intergroup member, did not change the nature of the
messages they exchanged. It could be that keeping the form of communication (i.e., instant
messaging) constant across manipulations was a factor. Even though the visible condition
participants could see each other via a live video feed, they still communicated through the
instant message feature of Google Hangouts, which gave them the opportunity to edit and plan
their communication using the affordances of the channel. Future research should test the
predictions proposed in this study in a face-to-face context to further explore these relationships.
The findings in this study provide some support for prior SIDE model research,
particularly with regard to the strategic dimension of the theory and intergroup differentiation. It
also applies the theory in a new context (political identity and polarization) and extends the
model by exploring message effects related to the hyperpersonal model. In the following section,
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I discuss the implications of these findings for the primary research question posed in this study
regarding the relationship between online political discourse and political polarization. I then
discuss the implications for the SIDE model and the hyperpersonal model.
Implications
So, does online political discourse lead to political polarization? As previously noted,
political polarization is a multifaceted concept not easily measured (Converse, 1964), but the
answer to the question as it relates to the present study seems to be a qualified yes. With regard
to ideological polarization, intragroup discussions magnified attitudes relative to intergroup
discussions. Discussing politics with likeminded others made people more extreme. Republicans
in particular reported significantly more extreme attitudes pre- to post-test compared to
Democrats. These findings suggests that Republican attitudes become more extreme after
discussing political issues with anyone. With regard to affective polarization, the findings related
to intergroup differentiation provide additional support for the notion that online political
discourse leads to polarization. In particular, when participants engaged in intragroup discussions
they differentiated their in-group more starkly from a perceived out-group. These findings show
that online political discourse can, at least in some cases, create even more perceived distance
between the political parties.
This stud s findings are important in light of the political filter bubbles people often
reside in (Iyengar & Hahn, 2009; Pariser, 2011). The level of political incivility (Coe et al.,
2014; Muddiman, 2017; Stryker et al., 2016) and divisions in public discourse, algorithms that
privilege pro-attitudinal information (Tucker et al., 2018), and the general homophily of social
networks (McPherson et al., 2001), all likely play a role in fueling the relationship between
online political discourse and polarization by facilitating intragroup discourse and discouraging
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intergroup discourse. Ideological political polarization increases through the magnification of
one s own attitudes about political issues and affective political polarization increases through
the magnifying of the perceived differences between the political parties.
The findings related to the interaction between group and visibility have similar
implications in terms of the nature of online political discourse. In this study, the interaction
effect of the group by visibility manipulation for intergroup differentiation offers some unique
observations about how political discourse online leads to polarization. While intragroup
political discourse led to both ideological and affective polarization, the interaction effect of
group by visibility showed that when group identity is salient in visible contexts, polarization can
either be magnified or mitigated. In particular, visible/intragroup discussions led to the most
intergroup differentiation (affective polarization), while visible/intergroup discussions led to the
least intergroup differentiation pre- to post-test. This finding provides support for the strategic
aspect of the SIDE model regarding how discussing sensitive issues with an in-group or outgroup representative can lead people to express or suppress their in-group norms. The
implication is that more direct and visible discussions between divergent political groups can
help mitigate political polarization, at least in terms of intergroup differentiation (i.e., affective
polarization).
The specific messages people used during their discussions also have important
implications for how online political discourse can lead to political polarization. With regard to
the finding that the use of positive emotion words resulted in more extreme attitudes, one
implication is that a person s attitudinal expression during a political conversation might play a
significant role in how they respond to or are ultimately influenced by the conversation. Finally,
the use of a higher proportion of words that signaled in-group connection was positively related
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to in-group attraction. This finding could have implications for the ways political elite engage
with the public. For example, highlighting similarities with an audience rather than differences
with an out-group might help attract adherents to one s campaign, political part , or cause. This
also has implications for social movements which require adherents to effectively mobilize
(Biomber, 2017; Chan, 2010; Van Zomeren, et al., 2008). More needs to be done, however, to
explore the message effects observed in this study given that the manipulations were both nonsignificant predictors of the messages shared by participants.
The findings in this study have important implications for the SIDE model and the
hyperpersonal model. This study was unique in terms of the SIDE model because it regarded
how political groups discuss political issues and the resulting outcomes of such discussions.
Typical SIDE studies have not directly explored political party identity, but instead tend to focus
on group statuses such as university affiliation, nationality, student vs. instructor, and college
major (e.g., sociology vs. psychology). Yet these studies have often used controversial political
issues to measure attitude magnification, thus disconnecting political group status from the issues
under consideration. This gap in research provided an opportunity to test the SIDE model in this
new context. The non-significant results observed in this study, could be an effect of applying
the SIDE model in this unique context. For example, when political group identity is salient, it
might override any perceived affiliation one has with a more localized salient group identity
(e.g., college major), thus stabilizing attitude magnification effects. In other words, people
identify more with their own pre-existing political identity and the attitudinal norms of that
specific group than with other group identities like college major, and the attitudinal norms of
that group. Another possibility is that dyadic exchanges exhibit fundamentally different
outcomes than small group exchanges. Still another possibility is that the participants (college
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students) may not feel much affiliation with a political party at all, nor have strongly held
political attitudes.
The present study also showed that the strategic dimension of the SIDE model offers an
important explanation for how online political discourse shapes polarization. Specifically,
visibility is an important factor for how the outcomes of intragroup and intergroup discussions
differ in terms of intergroup differentiation. As explained by the strategic dimension of the SIDE
model, anonymity to others reduces the fear of censure by a powerful out-group thus leading to
the expression of in-group norms (Reicher et al., 1995). The implications are twofold. First,
when engaged in an intragroup political discussion, visibility leads people to further differentiate
themselves from an out-group. As described by SIT (Tajfel & Turner, 1979), social identity is
not only how strongly one identifies with an in-group, but how they compare their in-group to
out-groups. Second, per the strategic dimension of the SIDE model, visibility to an out-group
leads to the suppression of in-group norms. In this study, the reduced intergroup differentiation
that occurs in visible/intergroup contexts suggests that the mere act of expressing or suppressing
in-group norms has an important effect on intergroup differentiation.
Finally, with regard to extending the SIDE model using the hyperpersonal model, this
study identified two important types of messages that shape the typical outcomes tested across
SIDE model research: words signaling positive emotion and words signaling in-group
connection. Although the experimental manipulations tested in this study did not have a direct
effect on these or other messages identified in the study, the influence these specific types of
messages had on attitudes and in-group attraction offer an important contribution to SIDE model
research. Specifically, the findings from the present study show that the messages people use in
dyadic interactions play an important role in the key outcome variables explored by the SIDE
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model. The effects observed in this study also suggest that the concepts employed by the
hyperpersonal model, particularly optimized self-presentation and behavioral confirmation, offer
additional conceptual explanations for the relationships theorized by the SIDE model regarding
social identity salience and its links to polarization. In particular, optimized self-presentation
provides additional depth to the strategic dimension of the SIDE model by detailing how people
can use messages in interactions to identify with their communication partners, thus leading to
attitude magnification or increased in-group attraction. This aligns with Klein et al. s (2007)
conception of identity performance. Behavioral confirmation, on the other hand, offers an
explanation for how the messages used in an interaction can influence polarization. In other
words, when people optimally present themselves via the messages they share with a
communication partner in a socially salient context, these presentations confirm and solidify
their relevant group identities, thus shaping outcomes including attitudes and in-group attraction.
Future studies should explore additional types of messages exchanged during group discussions
and how they affect polarization outcomes. Additionally, future studies should test the effects of
additional manipulations including face-to-face interactions and individual identity salience cues
on the messages shared between interlocutors. These findings have practical implications for the
future study of political messaging. In the next section I identify and address the limitations
encountered with this study.
Limitations
Several study limitations need to be recognized. First, this study was an online
experiment, which reduced the amount of control over the environment in which participants
completed the study. As a result, there were somewhat unequal group sizes due to the fact that
several participants had technical difficulties with the video feature of Google Hangouts. A small
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number of other participants declined to participate in the video option. Despite this limitation,
conducting the experiment fully online provided more ecological validity compared to a lab
experiment. The students never physically encountered one another as they would have if the
study had been conducted in a lab, and they all discussed issues via the same online platform
using the types of tools that people often use to discuss various issues including political ones. It
is also important to reiterate that reassigning participants to the anonymous condition did not
have a notable effect on the observed results. Another limitation of this study was the limited
time participants had to discuss issues. The average transcript was only 260 words long (SD =
118) and there were also some instances where participants did not have the opportunity to
discuss both topics they were assigned to discuss. Future studies should build in more protocols
to ensure dyads have the opportunity to discuss issues in more depth. As is the case with relying
on student samples, the generalizability of this study was also limited. Future studies should
recruit a representative sample of the public to participate in online political discussions to make
broader generalizations about the implications of intragroup vs. intergroup interactions in visible
or visually anonymous contexts on political polarization. Finally, this study used a computer
assisted content analysis approach, which has inherent limitations. The algorithms used to
analyze a corpus are effectively a representation of some theoretical application of how humans
read and understand texts, or how they rationalize actions informed by the texts (Krippendorff,
2013). The meanings of a text also require a level of interpretation. In other words, texts can
inform readers, invoke feelings, and/or change behaviors because they represent something
outside of symbols themselves. This is a fundamental limitation of computer assisted content
analysis.
Conclusion
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The findings presented in this study have important implications for the relationship
between online political discourse and political polarization. First, the act of discussing political
issues with in-group members magnifies people s views regarding prominent political issues
such as immigration, climate change, inequality, and military funding. Second, the ways in
which we talk to one another during political discussions has an effect on polarization. Using
more positive emotion words appears to shift people s attitudes toward more extreme positions.
On the other hand, using more messages that signal in-group connection could increase political
polarization by influencing people to become more attracted to their in-group. These issues are
vitally important because political polarization can restrict political discourse, exacerbate
perceived differences, and enflame tensions by rewarding extremism primarily in our politics but
also increasingly in our public lives. As has frequently been argued, without rational public
discourse leading to solutions regarding the issues that affect society, the public is apt to lose
trust in the institutions that bind us together. I hope that this study contributes to a fruitful area of
research that addresses these larger issues by better understanding the underlying causes and
effects of online political discourse
Future research should continue exploring the links between the SIDE model, the
hyperpersonal model, and political polarization. In particular, studies could explore differences
between synchronous vs. asynchronous communication. Another avenue for future research in
this area includes whether or not the mere exposure to political discourse has an effect on
political polarization and whether the SIDE model and hyperpersonal model could help explain
these relationships. People are often exposed to political talk, debates, and incivility on SNSs,
but choose not to engage in discourse. Could this type of exposure lead to similar political
polarization outcomes as those observed in the present study via increased social identity
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salience? There are numerous possibilities for additional future studies. The question of whether
or not new communication technologies have been in sum beneficial or detrimental innovations
for society remains unresolved as does whether or not such technologies have contributed to an
increase in political polarization. The present study I believe provides evidence that the channels
we use to discuss politics and with whom we discuss politics have important implications for
political polarization. It also provides a road map for future contributions to these ongoing
debates.
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Figure 1. The reciprocal flow of influence presented by Klein et al. (2007) extending the
strategic dimension of the SIDE model.
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Figure 2. The predicted relationships including beta coefficients between group by visibility
manipulations, message effects, and political polarization.
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APPENDIX B
Political discourse research assistant script: 2020
Before the online experiment starts:
1. Set up Google Hangouts for four dyads and copy the links.
a. Randomly assign participants to either visible or anonymous conditions with either an
in-group or an out-group partner using a die.
b. Anonymous participants will receive an email with login information for one of the
four anon mous Google accounts (Republican 1 & 2, Democrat 1 & 2). Once the log in to the
account, they will see an email with a link to their specific Hangout. They will be instructed to
click the link to begin the study.
c. Visible participants will receive an email with login information for one of the four
visible Google accounts (Republican 3 & 4, Democrat 3 & 4). Once the log in to the account,
they will see an email with a link to their specific Hangout. They will be instructed to click the
link to begin the study.
d. An alternative study will be available for participants who do not have a partner. 10
participants will be allowed to sign up for each session, so if the session is full, assign two people
to the alternative study.
Start of experiment:
At the experiment start time, make sure all four Hangouts are prepared and the introduction
message (below) is posted. Be prepared to troubleshoot with participants who have issues being
able to login. Paste the below message into each of the Google Hangout screens so that it is the
first thing participants see when they arrive for their scheduled Hangout.
Hello, and welcome to the Political Attitudes Study. This study seeks to learn more about
how people talk about political issues online. During this study, you will chat via the instant
e e ge fea e f G g e Ha g
(W a e e d g g
)
a a e ab
selected political issues. You will be chatting with someone that you can see via a video
(similar to Skype or FaceTime) or with someone who will be completely anonymous to you
throughout this study.
Before we get started, I need to give you some introductory information. After you chat
a e a
a
e e ge , I a
a ea
f
-up
questionnaire. The study should take no longer than 45 minutes. Does that sound okay to
you?
Please answer Yes or No
Students answer
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F , e ea f
a f I ec d
a e
c
e a
?Y
a
recorded, so your responses will be completely anonymous. Is that okay?

a e

be

Please answer Yes or No
Students answer.
O a , a
.T ef
gI
eed
d
f
a ag ee e
a c a ef
This form provides a general overview of the project. In filling out the form, yo e
ba ca ag ee g a
e bee
f
ed ab
e
ec a d a e a c a g
voluntarily.
He e a
ef
:
https://uarizona.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_beiotrGgVR1MnT7
P ea e e

e

g ed

ef

a d ag ee

a

c a eb

g DONE

Let the students sign the form and wait for them to type Done.
T a
e
a

.N

c

Id e
a eac
e f
e
d c
da . O ce
e e e ed
e ead
beg b
g Read .

e

e e
f
a

e f
a
, ea e e

ab
e

Let students respond.
O a , g ea . I

e

e ead

beg .

Visible Condition:
First, I would like you to put your speakers/microphones on mute. Then I would like to
open the video feature of Google Hangouts. This will allow you to see your partner
throughout the course of the Chat. Although you can see each other, please refrain from
talking and communicate only through the chat feature of Hangouts like we are right now.
You can begin the conversation using the first question from the information you reviewed
above. Does this sound okay?

Anonymous condition:
First, please make sure to refrain from opening the video or audio feature of Google
Hangouts. This will ensure that you remain anonymous throughout the course of the Chat.

.
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A
g
ca
ee
ea eac other, you will be able to communicate through the
chat feature of Google Hangouts.
You can begin the conversation using the first question from the information you reviewed
above.
Please begin your chat now.
If you have any problems or questions, post them in the chat window and I will try and
e .W e
fee
e
ef
d c ed e
e a d e
e f
a
packet, you can post a message in the chat window and I will send you a link to a follow-up
questionnaire.
When participants are done, post a link to the post-test survey.
Y ca beg
a
g
c
e a
. O ce
e d e, I d e
f
this brief follow-up questionnaire. In order to do so, you will need the following code:
VB_April23_315_Group4
Please copy and paste this into the appropriate area of the questionnaire along with your
screen-name (e.g., Republican 1, Democrat 1).
O ce
window.

ef

ed

e

e

a e,

ea e e

e

b

g DONE

ec a

Here is the link to the questionnaire:
https://uarizona.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8bTiKAOkuooGVdH
Let participants respond with done
Thank you again for participating.
You have reached the end of the study. The purpose of this study is to look at how people
a ab
ca
e . Beca e e
d
g g, I
da
ec a e f
dd
a ab
e . Be de , I
e
a e MUCH be e
g
a about!
IMPORTANT: Please make sure to immediately log out of the Google account you logged
into to begin this study.
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APPENDIX C

According to public opinion polls, Republicans and Democrats in the
United States are sharply divided on how they view several major issues.
Some of these issues are described below.
Following each issue are several discussion questions. The questions are
designed to get you thinking about the issues. You are not required to
address every part of each question, but you may find them useful during
the course of your discussions.
A good way to start a conversation might be for one person to pose a
question to their partner. If you are asked a question and provide a
response, feel free to respond with, how about ou? The goal is to get
both individuals talking about their perspective on these issues rather
than one person asking the questions and the other person answering.

Climate Change. Democrats and Republicans differ on whether or not Climate Change is a
very big problem facing America today.
1. What do you think about the issue of climate change? Do you think climate change should be
a top priority of the federal government, and why? What actions should the government be
taking with regard to climate change?
2. How and why do you think the political parties differ so much in their views on this issue?

Immigration. Republicans and Democrats differ on whether or not illegal immigration is a
very big problem.
1. What do you think about the issue of illegal immigration? Should illegal immigration be a top
priority of the federal government, and why? What actions should the government be taking with
regard to illegal immigration?
2. How and why do you think the political parties differ so much in their views on this issue?
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APPENDIX D
Strongly
disagree (1)

Disagree (2)

Somewhat
disagree (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree (4)

Somewhat
agree (5)

Agree (6)

Strongly
agree (7)

Public
political
officials don't
care much
about what
people like
me think. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

People like
me don't have
any say about
what the
government
does. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I consider
myself wellqualified to
participate in
politics. (9)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I am better
informed
about
government
than most
people are.
(10)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I feel that I
have a pretty
good
understanding
of the
important
political
issues facing
the country.
(12)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I feel that I
could do as
good a job in
office as most
people. (13)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Select
disagree as
your response
to this
statement.
(11)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q29 Do you feel that government plays a very important role in your life, a somewhat important role, or a not very
important role at all?

o
o
o

Very important role (1)
Somewhat important role (2)
Not very important role (3)

Q31 Would you say you follow what's going on in government and public affairs?

o
o
o
o

Most of the time (4)
Some of the time (5)
Only now and then (6)
Hardly at all (7)

Q33 How interested are you in political campaigns?

o
o
o
o
o

Extremely interested (11)
Very interested (12)
Moderately interested (13)
Slightly interested (14)
Not at all interested (15)

Thinking about the conversation you just had, please take a 2-3 minutes to answer the following questions about
your discussion partner. How do you feel about your conversation partner as a person? Do you agree or disagree
with their views and why? How do their views compare to your own?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q49 Generally speaking, would you describe your political views as very conservative, somewhat conservative,
moderate, somewhat liberal, or very liberal?

o
o
o
o
o

Very conservative (1)
Somewhat conservative (2)
Moderate (3)
Somewhat liberal (4)
Very liberal (5)

Q51 Generally speaking, would you describe your political views as very liberal, somewhat liberal, moderate,
somewhat conservative, or very conservative?

o
o
o
o
o

Very liberal (1)
Somewhat liberal (2)
Moderate (3)
Somewhat conservative (4)
Very conservative (5)

Q53 Would you describe yourself as a Republican, Democrat, or Independent?

o
o
o
o

Republican (1)
Democrat (2)
Independent (3)
Other (4) ________________________________________________
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Q55 If you had to choose, which major party would you say that you lean toward?

o
o

Republican (1)
Democrat (2)

Q50 Compared to the average Republican, do you consider yourself a stronger or weaker party member?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Much stronger (13)
Moderately stronger (14)
Slightly stronger (15)
No change (16)
Slightly weaker (17)
Moderately weaker (18)
Much weaker (19)

Q51 Compared to the average Democrat, do you consider yourself a stronger or weaker party member?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Much stronger (13)
Moderately stronger (14)
Slightly stronger (15)
No change (16)
Slightly weaker (17)
Moderately weaker (18)
Much weaker (19)
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Q52 Compared to the average Republican, do you consider yourself a stronger or weaker party member?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Much stronger (13)
Moderately stronger (14)
Slightly stronger (15)
No change (16)
Slightly weaker (17)
Moderately weaker (18)
Much weaker (19)

Q53 Compared to the average Democrat, do you consider yourself a stronger or weaker party member?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Much stronger (13)
Moderately stronger (14)
Slightly stronger (15)
No change (16)
Slightly weaker (17)
Moderately weaker (18)
Much weaker (19)

Q53 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.
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Somewhat
agree (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree (4)

Strongly
agree (1)

Agree (2)

Somewhat
disagree (5)

Abortion
should be
illegal in all
or most
cases.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

There is
solid
evidence that
the average
temperature
on Earth has
been getting
warmer over
the past few
decades. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The
economic
system in the
U.S. is
generally
fair to most
Americans.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Marriage
equality is
an important
right for all
Americans.
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The federal
government
needs to do
more to stop
illegal
immigrants
from coming
to the U.S.
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Race
relations is a
serious issue
facing the
United
States today.
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q47 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.

Disagree (6)

Strongly
disagree (7)
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Somewhat
disagree
(25)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
(26)

Strongly
disagree
(23)

Disagree
(24)

Abortion
should be
illegal in all
or most
cases.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

There is
solid
evidence
that the
average
temperature
on Earth
has been
getting
warmer
over the
past few
decades.
(2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The
economic
system in
the U.S. is
generally
fair to most
Americans.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Marriage
equality is
an
important
right for all
Americans.
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The federal
government
needs to do
more to
stop illegal
immigrants
from
coming to
the U.S. (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Somewhat
agree (27)

Agree (28)

Strongly
agree (29)
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Race
relations is
a serious
issue facing
the United
States
today. (6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q57 Please evaluate the extent to which the statements apply to you.
Strongly
disagree (1)

Somewhat
disagree (2)

Neither agree
nor disagree (3)

Somewhat agree
(4)

Strongly agree
(5)

Public officials
don't care much
about what
people like me
think. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

People like me
don't have a say
about what the
government
does. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

I consider
myself wellqualified to
participate in
politics. (9)

o

o

o

o

o

I am better
informed about
government than
most people are.
(10)

o

o

o

o

o

I feel that I have
a pretty good
understanding of
the important
political issues
facing the
country. (12)

o

o

o

o

o

I feel that I
could do as
good a job in
office as most
people. (13)

o

o

o

o

o

Q59 Do you feel that government plays a very important role in your life, a somewhat important role, or a not very
important role at all?
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o
o
o

Very important role (1)
Somewhat important role (2)
Not very important role (3)

Q61 Would you say you follow what's going on in government and public affairs?

o
o
o
o

Most of the time (1)
Some of the time (2)
Only now and then (3)
Hardly at all (4)

Q63 How interested are you in political campaigns?

o
o
o
o
o

Extremely interested (1)
Very interested (2)
Moderately interested (3)
Slightly interested (4)
Not at all interested (5)

Q65 How often would you say you vote in political elections (e.g., local, congressional, and presidential elections)?

o
o
o
o
o

Always (1)
Nearly always (2)
Part of the time (3)
Seldom (4)
Never (5)
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Q67 Many people try to influence the world in ways that aren't directly related to political campaigns or elections.
In the past 12 months, please indicate whether you have done the following:
Yes (1)

No (2)

Taken part in a protest,
demonstration, or sit-in (1)

o

o

Participated in a boycott (not
buying something because of the
conditions under which the product
is made or because you dislike the
conduct of the company that
produces it) (2)

o

o

Engaged in buycotting (buying a
certain product because you like the
social or political values of the
company that produces or sells the
product) (3)

o

o

Signed a paper petition (4)

o

o

Signed an e-mail, Facebook, or
other online petition (5)

o

o

Participated in an event other than a
protest where people express their
political views (such as a musical
event, poetry slam etc.) (6)

o

o

Q36 In the following section, you will read a social media post by a news organization. You will then be asked to
discuss your personal feelings about the issue you read about.
Q37 In the following section, you will read a social media post by a news organization. You will then be asked to
discuss the issue you read about as a member of your political party (i.e., Republican or Democrat).
Q38 My political party is an important part of who I am.

o
o
o
o

Extremely important (1)
Very important (2)
Moderately important (3)
Slightly important (4)
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o

Not at all important (5)
A great deal
(15)

A lot (16)

A moderate
amount (17)

A little (18)

Not at all (19)

How similar do
you feel to the
Republican
Party as a whole
in terms of
general attitudes
and beliefs? (1)

o

o

o

o

o

How much do
you like the
Republican
Party as a
whole? (2)

o

o

o

o

o

How well do
you fit into the
Republican
Party? (3)

o

o

o

o

o

How cohesive
do you feel the
Republican
Party is? (4)

o

o

o

o

o

How important
is the
Republican
Party to you?
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

How strong are
your ties to the
Republican
Party? (6)

o

o

o

o

o

How glad are
you to be a
member of the
Republican
Party? (8)

o

o

o

o

o

How much do
you see yourself
as belonging to
the Republican
Party? (7)

o

o

o

o

o

Q41 For the following questions, please indicate how strongly you feel toward your political party.
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A great deal
(15)

A lot (16)

A moderate
amount (17)

A little (18)

Not at all (19)

How similar do
you feel to the
Democratic
Party? (1)

o

o

o

o

o

How much do
you like the
Democratic
Party as a
whole? (2)

o

o

o

o

o

How well do
you fit into the
Democratic
Party? (3)

o

o

o

o

o

How cohesive
do you feel the
Democratic
Party is? (4)

o

o

o

o

o

How important
is the
Democratic
Party to you?
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

How strong are
your ties to the
Democratic
Party? (6)

o

o

o

o

o

How glad are
you to be a
member of the
Democratic
Party? (8)

o

o

o

o

o

How much do
you see yourself
as belonging to
the Democratic
Party? (7)

o

o

o

o

o
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Q28 For the following questions, please indicate how strongly you feel toward the relevant political party.
A great deal (1)

A lot (2)

A moderate
amount (3)

A little (4)

Not at all (5)

How
sympathetic are
you to the views
of the
Republican
Party? (1)

o

o

o

o

o

How happy
would you be to
spend time with
a member of the
Republican
Party? (2)

o

o

o

o

o

How compatible
are the goals of
the Republican
Party with your
own goals? (3)

o

o

o

o

o

How much do
you differ from
the average
member of the
Republican
Party? (4)

o

o

o

o

o

How similar are
you to the
average member
of the
Republican
Party? (5)

o

o

o

o

o
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Q42 For the following questions, please indicate how strongly you feel toward the relevant political party.
A great deal (1)

A lot (2)

A moderate
amount (3)

A little (4)

Not at all (5)

How
sympathetic are
you to the views
of the
Democratic
Party? (1)

o

o

o

o

o

How happy
would you be to
spend time with
a member of the
Democratic
Party? (2)

o

o

o

o

o

How compatible
are the goals of
the Democratic
Party with your
own goals? (3)

o

o

o

o

o

How much do
you differ from
the average
member of the
Democratic
Party? (4)

o

o

o

o

o

How similar are
you to the
average member
of the
Democratic
Party? (5)

o

o

o

o

o

Q43 Please indicate what political party you believe your conversation partner is a member of.

o
o
o

Republican Party (1)
Democratic Party (2)
Don't Know (3)
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Q44 Please indicate how strongly you think your conversation partner reflects the ideals of the Republican Party.
Strongly
agree (6)

Agree (7)

Somewhat
agree (8)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
(9)

Somewhat
disagree
(10)

Disagree
(11)

Strongly
disagree
(12)

They have
the right
spirit for
the
Republican
Party. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

They make
a good
member of
the
Republican
Party. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

They are an
ideal
member of
the
Republican
Party. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

They have
what it
takes to be
a member
of the
Republican
Party. (6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Q45 Please indicate how strongly you think your conversation partner reflects the ideals of the Democratic Party.
Strongly
agree (6)

Agree (7)

Somewhat
agree (8)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
(9)

Somewhat
disagree
(10)

Disagree
(11)

Strongly
disagree
(12)

They have
the right
spirit for
the
Democratic
Party. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

They make
a good
member of
the
Democratic
Party. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

They are an
ideal
member of
the
Democratic
Party. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

They have
what it
takes to be
a member
of the
Democratic
Party. (6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q46 How well do the following traits describe your conversation partner?
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1 (1)

2 (2)

3 (3)

4 (4)

5 (5)

6 (6)

7 (7)

8 (8)

10
(10)

9 (9)

(11)

Kind

o o o o o o o o o o o

Unkind

Pleasant

o o o o o o o o o o o

Unpleasant

Not
easy to
deal
with

o o o o o o o o o o o

Easy to
deal with

Friendly

o o o o o o o o o o o

Unfriendly

Q29 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Strongly agree
(1)

Somewhat agree
(2)

Neither agree
nor disagree (3)

Somewhat
disagree (4)

Strongly
disagree (5)

I am interested
in hearing what
Republicans
have to say. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

I am open to
learning about
what
Republicans
think about the
important issues
of the day. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

I am willing to
listen to strong
Republicans in
the media. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

I could be
friends with a
strong
Republican. (4)

o

o

o

o

o
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Q54 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Strongly agree
(1)

Somewhat agree
(2)

Neither agree
nor disagree (3)

Somewhat
disagree (4)

Strongly
disagree (5)

I am interested
in hearing what
Democrats have
to say. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

I am open to
learning about
what Democrats
think about the
important issues
of the day. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

I am willing to
listen to strong
Democrats in
the media. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

I could be
friends with a
strong
Democrat. (4)

o

o

o

o

o

Q25 In the following questions, you will be asked to share your opinion on a series of political issues.
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Q26 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Strongly
agree (1)

Agree (2)

Somewhat
agree (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
(4)

Somewhat
disagree (5)

Disagree
(6)

Strongly
disagree
(7)

Abortion
should be
illegal in all
or most
cases.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

There is
solid
evidence
that the
average
temperature
on Earth
has been
getting
warmer
over the
past few
decades.
(2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The
economic
system in
the U.S. is
generally
fair to most
Americans.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Marriage
equality is
an
important
right for all
Americans.
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The federal
government
needs to do
more to
stop illegal
immigrants
from
coming to
the U.S. (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q30 How important is the race relations issue to you?
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o
o
o
o

One of the most important (1)
Important (2)
Not very important (3)
Not important at all (4)

Q31 How big a problem, if at all, is economic inequality in this country today?

o
o
o
o

Very big (1)
Moderately big (2)
Small (3)
Not a problem at all (4)

Q32 Do you think abortion should be ...

o
o
o
o

Legal in all cases (1)
Legal in most cases (2)
Illegal in most cases (3)
Illegal in all cases (4)

Q33 Do you strongly favor, favor, oppose, or strongly oppose allowing gays and lesbians to marry legally?

o
o
o
o

Strongly favor (1)
Favor (2)
Oppose (3)
Strongly oppose (4)

Q35 Should the number of immigrants from Latin American (that is, Spanish-speaking countries of the Americas)
be ...
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o
o
o
o

Increased a lot (1)
Increased a little (2)
Decreased a little (3)
Decreased a lot (4)

Q69 Thinking about the issues you just discussed, how likely would you do any of the following IN SUPPORT of
conservative or Republican Party-led protest activities, if they occurred near you.
Extremely
unlikely (1)

Somewhat
unlikely (2)

Neither likely
nor unlikely (3)

Somewhat
likely (4)

Extremely
likely (5)

Sign a petition
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

Join a public
protest (2)

o

o

o

o

o

Write your
elected
representatives
(3)

o

o

o

o

o

Donate money
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

Volunteer (5)

o

o

o

o

o

Recruit others to
sign a petition
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

Recruit others to
join public
protests (7)

o

o

o

o

o
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Q72 Thinking about the issues you just discussed, how likely would you do any of the following IN SUPPORT of
liberal or Democratic Party-led protest activities, if they occurred near you.
Extremely
unlikely (1)

Somewhat
unlikely (2)

Neither likely
nor unlikely (3)

Somewhat
likely (4)

Extremely
likely (5)

Sign a petition
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

Join a public
protest (2)

o

o

o

o

o

Write your
elected
representatives
(3)

o

o

o

o

o

Donate money
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

Volunteer (5)

o

o

o

o

o

Recruit others to
sign a petition
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

Recruit others to
join public
protests (7)

o

o

o

o

o

Q71 Thinking about the issues you just discussed, how likely would you do any of the following IN
OPPOSITION to liberal or Democratic Party-led protest activities, if they occurred near you.
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Extremely
unlikely (1)

Somewhat
unlikely (2)

Neither likely
nor unlikely (3)

Somewhat
likely (4)

Extremely
likely (5)

Sign a petition
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

Join a public
protest (2)

o

o

o

o

o

Write your
elected
representatives
(3)

o

o

o

o

o

Donate money
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

Volunteer (5)

o

o

o

o

o

Recruit others to
sign a petition
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

Recruit others to
join public
protests (7)

o

o

o

o

o

Q73 Thinking about the issues you just discussed, how likely would you do any of the following IN
OPPOSITION to conservative or Republican Party-led protest activities, if they occurred near you.
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Extremely
unlikely (1)

Somewhat
unlikely (2)

Neither likely
nor unlikely (3)

Somewhat
likely (4)

Extremely
likely (5)

Sign a petition
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

Join a public
protest (2)

o

o

o

o

o

Write your
elected
representatives
(3)

o

o

o

o

o

Donate money
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

Volunteer (5)

o

o

o

o

o

Recruit others to
sign a petition
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

Recruit others to
join public
protests (7)

o

o

o

o

o

Q7 How old are you?
________________________________________________________________
Q9 What is your gender identity?

o
o
o

Man (1)
Woman (2)
Another gender identity, please specify (3) ________________________________________________
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Q11 Select all that apply. I think of myself as:

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

White/Caucasian/European (1)

Black/African (2)

Hispanic/Latino (6)

Native American/American Indian (8)

East Asian e.g. Chinese, Japanese, South-East Asian (3)

Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, or any other Asian (4)

Pacific Islander (5)

Other (10) ________________________________________________

Q13 Which of the following best describes your sexual orientation?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Heterosexual (1)
Gay (2)
Lesbian (6)
Bisexual (3)
Another sexual orientation, please specify (4) ________________________________________________
Questioning or unsure (7)
Prefer not to say (5)
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APPENDIX E
#H1 & 2 main effects
m1 <- lmer(Atd_Change_Total ~ Group + Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m1, fit.measures = TRUE)
m1_anova <- anova(m1)
m1_anova
m1groupmeans <- emmeans(m1, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m1vismeans <- emmeans(m1, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m1.1 <- lmer(Atd_Change_T1 ~ Group + Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m1.1, fit.measures = TRUE)
m1.1_anova <- anova(m1.1)
m1.1_anova
m1.1groupmeans <- emmeans(m1.1, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m1.1vismeans <- emmeans(m1.1, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m1.2 <- lmer(Atd_Chnage_T2 ~ Group + Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m1.2, fit.measures = TRUE)
m1.2_anova <- anova(m1.2)
m1.2_anova
m1.2groupmeans <- emmeans(m1.2, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m1.2vismeans <- emmeans(m1.2, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m2 <- lmer(Post_Attraction ~ Group + Visibility + Pre_Attraction + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code),
data = New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m2, fit.measures = TRUE)
m2_anova <- anova(m2)
m2_anova
m2groupmeans <- emmeans(m2, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m2vismeans <- emmeans(m2, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m3 <- lmer(Post_Differentiation_Final ~ Group + Visibility + Pre_Differentiation_Final +
WC_c + (1 |Hangout_Code), data = New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
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summary(m3, fit.measures = TRUE)
m3_anova <- anova(m3)
m3_anova
m3groupmeans <- emmeans(m3, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m3vismeans <- emmeans(m3, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
#H3 interaction effects
m4 <- lmer(Atd_Change_Total ~ Group*Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m4, fit.measures = TRUE)
m4_anova <- anova(m4)
m4_anova
m4means <- emmeans(m4, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m4.1 <- lmer(Atd_Change_T1 ~ Group*Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m4.1, fit.measures = TRUE)
m4.1_anova <- anova(m4.1)
m4.1_anova
m4.1means <- emmeans(m4.1, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m4.2 <- lmer(Atd_Chnage_T2 ~ Group*Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m4.2, fit.measures = TRUE)
m4.2_anova <- anova(m4.2)
m4.2_anova
m4.2means <- emmeans(m4.2, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m5 <- lmer(Post_Attraction ~ Group*Visibility + Pre_Attraction + WC_c + (1 |Hangout_Code),
data = New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m5, fit.measures = TRUE)
m5_anova <- anova(m5)
m5_anova
m5means <- emmeans(m5, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m5means
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m6 <- lmer(Post_Differentiation_Final ~ Group*Visibility + Pre_Differentiation_Final + WC_c
+ (1 |Hangout_Code), data = New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m6, fit.measures = TRUE)
m6_anova <- anova(m6)
m6_anova
m6means <- emmeans(m6, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
#H4 interaction effects
m7 <- lmer(posemo ~ Group*Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m7, fit.measures = TRUE)
m7_anova <- anova(m7)
m7_anova
m7means <- emmeans(m7, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m7means
m7wcmeans <- emmeans(m7, specs = pairwise ~ WC, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m7wcmeans
m8 <- lmer(certain ~ Group*Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m8, fit.measures = TRUE)
m8_anova <- anova(m8)
m8_anova
m8means <- emmeans(m8, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m8wcmeans <- emmeans(m8, specs = pairwise ~ WC_c, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m8wcmeans
m9 <- lmer(affiliation ~ Group*Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m9, fit.measures = TRUE)
m9_anova <- anova(m9)
m9_anova
m9means <- emmeans(m9, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m9wcmeans <- emmeans(m9, specs = pairwise ~ WC_c, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m9wcmeans
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m10 <- lmer(assent ~ Group*Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m10, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
m10_anova <- anova(m10)
m10_anova
m10means <- emmeans(m10, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m10means
m10wcmeans <- emmeans(m10, specs = pairwise ~ WC_c, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m10wcmeans
m11 <- lmer(Plural_PN ~ Group*Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m11, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
m11_anova <- anova(m11)
m11_anova
m11means <- emmeans(m11, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
#H4 main effects
m12 <- lmer(posemo ~ Group + Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m12, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
m12_anova <- anova(m12)
m12_anova
m12groupmeans <- emmeans(m12, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m12vismeans <- emmeans(m12, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m12summeans <- emmeans(m12, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data =
New_Data_7_18_20)
m13 <- lmer(certain ~ Group + Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m13, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
m13_anova <- anova(m13)
m13_anova
m13groupmeans <- emmeans(m13, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m13vismeans <- emmeans(m13, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
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m13summeans <- emmeans(m13, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data =
New_Data_7_18_20)
m14 <- lmer(affiliation ~ Group + Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m14, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
m14_anova <- anova(m14)
m14_anova
m14groupmeans <- emmeans(m14, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m14vismeans <- emmeans(m14, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m14summeans <- emmeans(m14, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data =
New_Data_7_18_20)
m15 <- lmer(assent ~ Group + Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m15, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
m15_anova <- anova(m15)
m15_anova
m15groupmeans <- emmeans(m15, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m15vismeans <- emmeans(m15, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m15summeans <- emmeans(m15, specs = pairwise ~ Group:Visibility, data =
New_Data_7_18_20)
m16 <- lmer(Plural_PN ~ Group + Visibility + WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data =
New_Data_7_18_20, REML = FALSE)
summary(m16, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
m16_anova <- anova(m16)
m16_anova
m16means <- emmeans(m16, specs = pairwise ~ Group, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
m16means <- emmeans(m16, specs = pairwise ~ Visibility, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
#H5
m17 <- lmer(Atd_Change_Total ~ posemo_c + certain_c + assent_c + affiliation_c + Plural_PNc
+ WC_c + (1 |Hangout_Code), data = Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, REML = FALSE)
summary(m17, fit.measures = TRUE)
m17means <- emmeans(m17, specs = pairwise ~ posemo_c, data = New_Data_7_18_20)
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m17.1 <- lmer(Atd_Change_T1 ~ posemo_c + certain_c + assent_c + affiliation_c + Plural_PNc
+ WC_c + (1|Hangout_Code), data = Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, REML = FALSE)
summary(m17.1, fit.measures = TRUE)
m17.2 <- lmer(Atd_Chnage_T2 ~ posemo_c + certain_c + assent_c + affiliation_c + Plural_PNc
+ WC_c + (1 |Hangout_Code), data = Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, REML = FALSE)
summary(m17.2, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
#H6
m18 <- lmer(Post_Attraction ~ posemo_c + certain_c + assent_c + affiliation_c + Plural_PNc +
Pre_Attraction + WC_c + (1 |Hangout_Code), data = Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, REML =
FALSE)
summary(m18, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
#H7
m19 <- lmer(Post_Differentiation_Final ~ posemo_c + certain_c + assent_c + affiliation_c +
Plural_PNc + Pre_Differentiation_Final + WC_c + (1 |Hangout_Code), data =
Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, REML = FALSE)
summary(m19, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
#H8
mlm20 <- '
level:1
Atd_Change_Total ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain + b5*Plural_PN +
b6*WC_c
level:2
Atd_Change_Total ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain + b5*Plural_PN +
b6*WC_c + c*Group_by_Visibility
posemo ~ a1*Group_by_Visibility
assent ~ a2*Group_by_Visibility
affiliation ~ a3*Group_by_Visibility
certain ~ a4*Group_by_Visibility
Plural_PN ~ a5*Group_by_Visibility
WC_c ~ a6*Group_by_Visibility
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posemoIDE := a1*b1
assentIDE := a2*b2
affiliationIDE := a3*b3
certainIDE := a4*b4
PluralIDE := a5*b5
WC_IDE := a6*b6
total := c + (a1*b1) + (a2*b2) + (a3*b3) + (a4*b4) + (a5*b5) + (a6*b6)
'
mlm20.1 <- '
level:1
Atds_Topic1_PostTest ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain + b5*Plural_PN
+ b6*WC_c
level:2
Atds_Topic1_PostTest ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain + b5*Plural_PN
+ b6*WC_c + c*Group_by_Visibility
posemo ~ a1*Group_by_Visibility
assent ~ a2*Group_by_Visibility
affiliation ~ a3*Group_by_Visibility
certain ~ a4*Group_by_Visibility
Plural_PN ~ a5*Group_by_Visibility
WC_c ~ a6*Group_by_Visibility
posemoIDE := a1*b1
assentIDE := a2*b2
affiliationIDE := a3*b3
certainIDE := a4*b4
PluralIDE := a5*b5
WC_IDE := a6*b6
total := c + (a1*b1) + (a2*b2) + (a3*b3) + (a4*b4) + (a5*b5) + (a6*b6)
'
mlm20.2 <- '
level:1
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Atd_Chnage_T2 ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain + b5*Plural_PN +
b6*WC_c
level:2
Atd_Chnage_T2 ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain + b5*Plural_PN +
b6*WC_c + c*Group_by_Visibility
posemo ~ a1*Group_by_Visibility
assent ~ a2*Group_by_Visibility
affiliation ~ a3*Group_by_Visibility
certain ~ a4*Group_by_Visibility
Plural_PN ~ a5*Group_by_Visibility
WC_c ~ a6*Group_by_Visibility
posemoIDE := a1*b1
assentIDE := a2*b2
affiliationIDE := a3*b3
certainIDE := a4*b4
PluralIDE := a5*b5
WC_IDE := a6*b6
total := c + (a1*b1) + (a2*b2) + (a3*b3) + (a4*b4) + (a5*b5) + (a6*b6)
'
fitmlm20 <- sem(mlm20, data = Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, cluster = "Hangout_Code")
summary(fitmlm20, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
fitmlm20.1 <- sem(mlm20.1, data = Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, cluster =
"Hangout_Code")
summary(fitmlm20.1, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
fitmlm20.2 <- sem(mlm20.2, data = Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, cluster =
"Hangout_Code")
summary(fitmlm20.2, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
mlm21 <- '
level:1
Post_Attraction ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain + b5*Plural_PN +
b6*Pre_Attraction + b7*WC_c
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level:2
Post_Attraction ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain + b5*Plural_PN +
b6*Pre_Attraction + b7*WC_c + c*Group_by_Visibility
posemo ~ a1*Group_by_Visibility
assent ~ a2*Group_by_Visibility
affiliation ~ a3*Group_by_Visibility
certain ~ a4*Group_by_Visibility
Plural_PN ~ a5*Group_by_Visibility
Pre_Attraction ~ a6*Group_by_Visibility
WC_c ~ a7*Group_by_Visibility
posemoIDE := a1*b1
assentIDE := a2*b2
affiliationIDE := a3*b3
certainIDE := a4*b4
PluralIDE := a5*b5
PreAttractIDE := a6*b6
WC_IDE := a7*b7
total := c + (a1*b1) + (a2*b2) + (a3*b3) + (a4*b4) + (a5*b5) + (a6*b6) + (a7*b7)
'
fitmlm21 <- sem(mlm21, data = Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, cluster = "Hangout_Code",
h1.information = "unstructured")
summary(fitmlm21, fit.measures = TRUE)
mlm22 <- '
level:1
Post_Differentiation_Final ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain +
b5*Plural_PN + b6*Pre_Differentiation_Final + b7*WC_c
level:2
Post_Differentiation_Final ~ b1*posemo + b2*assent + b3*affiliation + b4*certain +
b5*Plural_PN + b6*Pre_Differentiation_Final + b7*WC_c + c*Group_by_Visibility
posemo ~ a1*Group_by_Visibility
assent ~ a2*Group_by_Visibility
affiliation ~ a3*Group_by_Visibility
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certain ~ a4*Group_by_Visibility
Plural_PN ~ a5*Group_by_Visibility
Pre_Differentiation_Final ~ a6*Group_by_Visibility
WC_c ~ a7*Group_by_Visibility
posemoIDE := a1*b1
assentIDE := a2*b2
affiliationIDE := a3*b3
certainIDE := a4*b4
PluralIDE := a5*b5
Pre_diffIDE := a6*b6
WC_IDE := a7*b7
total := c + (a1*b1) + (a2*b2) + (a3*b3) + (a4*b4) + (a5*b5) + (a6*b6) + (a7*b7)
'
fitmlm22 <- sem(mlm22, data = Cleaned_DissData_New_NoFail, cluster = "Hangout_Code",
h1.information = "unstructured")
summary(fitmlm22, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE)
#icc
lavInspect(fitmlm20, "icc")
lavInspect(fitmlm20.1, "icc")
lavInspect(fitmlm20.2, "icc")
lavInspect(fitmlm21, "icc")
lavInspect(fitmlm22, "icc")
#CIs
parameterestimates(fitmlm20, se = TRUE, ci = TRUE, standardized = FALSE, level = 0.95,
boot.ci.type = "perc")
parameterestimates(fitmlm20.1, se = TRUE, ci = TRUE, standardized = FALSE, level = 0.95,
boot.ci.type = "perc")
parameterestimates(fitmlm20.2, se = TRUE, ci = TRUE, standardized = FALSE, level = 0.95,
boot.ci.type = "perc")
parameterestimates(fitmlm21, se = TRUE, ci = TRUE, standardized = FALSE, level = 0.95,
boot.ci.type = "perc")
parameterestimates(fitmlm22, se = TRUE, ci = TRUE, standardized = FALSE, level = 0.95,
boot.ci.type = "perc")
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